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ABSTRACT
In this dissertation, novel fluorescent materials, which are referred to as a group of uniform
materials based on organic salts (GUMBOS) are synthesized, characterized, and studied for
different applications. GUMBOS are solid state organic salts having melting points from 25°C to
250°C. Similar to ionic liquids, GUMBOS are highly tunable and can be designed for specific
applications by incorporating multiple-functions into a single ion pair by selection of cationanion combinations.
Chapter 2 is a discussion of the synthesis and characterization of a PEGylated IR786
GUMBOS. These GUMBOS are prepared by a two-step synthesis procedure followed by a facile
anion exchange approach. These GUMBOS were found to form nano- and meso-scale
GUMBOS in aqueous solution via self-assembly. Optical properties of nano- and meso-scale
GUMBOS were investigated and results indicate that anions, such as NTf2 and AOT, play a
significant role in improving the photostability of PEG786 GUMBOS. In addition, these nanoand meso-scale GUMBOS resist nonspecific binding to proteins. PEGylation of the original
IR786 leads to reduced cytotoxicity.
Chapter 3 is a discussion of preparation and characterization of multifunctional ionic liquid
crystals composed of (-)-N-Methylephedrine ((-)MeEph) based cation and dysprosium based
anion. The cation is obtained by covalently linking an alkyl chain to the nitrogen of (-)MeEph
and the anion is a complex consisting of Dy3+ and SCN-1. The (-)MeEph based cation provides
the compounds with mesomorphic and chiral properties, and the anion affords paramagnetism
and luminescence. These compounds are found to exhibit enhanced luminescence intensities in a
liquid crystalline state.
ix

In chapter 4, theoretical studies of carbazole-imidazolium based GUMBOS are
performed to investigate the electronic and photophysical properties. In particular, Density
Functional Theory (DFT) is used to optimize the geometry of these GUMBOS at ground state,
while Time Dependent Density Functional Theory (TDDFT) is used to calculate the optical
properties of GUMBOS. Studies demonstrate that anions play an important role in determining
the geometries of GUMBOS, and in turn affect the HOMO and LUMO configurations as well as
electronic and optical properties.

x

CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Ionic Liquids
Ionic liquids (ILs) are low melting point (<100°C) organic salts composed entirely of ions,
which make them highly tunable for specific applications.1, 2, 3, 4 ILs possess a number of unique
properties, including negligible vapor pressure, good thermal stability, wide liquid temperature
range, considerable electric conductivities, wide electrochemical window, and enhanced
solvation interactions with both polar and nonpolar compounds. Due to their unique and
advantageous properties, ILs have been widely studied for a variety of applications (figure 1.1) .5

Figure 1. 1 Application of ionic liquids in chemistry and industry

1

The first reported ionic liquid was synthesized in 1914 by Paul Walden, who neutralized
ethylamine with concentrated nitric acid to produce a low melting point salt, ethylammonium
nitrate ([EtNH3][NO3]), with a melting point of 12°C.6 However, ionic liquids did not receive
much attention in the first few decades after they were discovered. During the 1970s and 1980s,
imidazolium and pyridinium cation based ionic liquids were initially developed and used as
electrolytes for battery applications.7, 8 In the mid-1980s, Fry et al.9 and Boon et al.10 utilized low
melting point salts as solvents for organic reaction media. Since then, studies on ILs became
widespread and the term “ionic liquids” was officially assigned to the low melting salts which
have melting points at or below 100 °C.
Compared to conventional high-melting inorganic salts, ILs almost always have a bulky
organic ion as either the cation or anion, which serves as a asymmetry-breaking moiety to lower
the melting point of the resulting salt.5 Typical cations, which are used to construct ILs, include
alkyl-substituted imidazolium, pyridinium, ammonium, or phosphonium groups. While the
anions are mostly inorganic, such as tetrafluoroborate (BF4), and hexafluorophosphate (PF6),
organic anions are also common, like bis[(trisfluoromethyl)sulfonyl]amide (NTf2) and
trifluoromethane sulfonate (OTf). Because of the numerous combinations of cations and anions
available, ILs has been regarded as “designer” compounds. Cations and anions that are
commonly used in ILs are listed in Figures 1.2 and 1.3.11

2

Figure1. 2 Structures and abbreviations of some common cations in ionic liquids

Figure1. 3 Structures and abbreviations of some common anions in ionic liquids
3

1.2 A Group of Uniform Materials Based on Organic Salts (GUMBOS)
The conventional definition of ILs sets an upper boundary for the melting point, which has
limited the studies of organic salts containing melting points higher than 100°C. These solid
organic salts also have many attractive properties similar to those of ILs and are tuned to exhibit
multifunctional properties based on the selected cation and anion. Furthermore, solid organic
salts have some advantages as compared to conventional ILs in developing nano-scale materials.
The Warner research group has recently developed a class of materials referred to as a group of
uniform materials based on organic salts (GUMBOS), which includes the organic salts having
melting points between 25-250 °C (Figure 1.4). This definition partially includes ILs (25 -100°C)
and solid organic salts with melting points ranging from 100 to 250°C. The first reported
GUMBOS and nanoGUMBOS (nanoparticles synthesized from GUMBOS) were developed by
Tesfai et al.12 They synthesized GUMBOS and nanoGUMBOS that were composed of 1-butyl2,3-dimethylimidazolium [Bm2Im] as a cation and BF4 and tetrachloroferrate [FeCl4] as anions.
Their study demonstrated the tunability of GUMBOS through careful selection of anions, in
which magnetic GUMBOS were developed using FeCl4- as an anion. Thus, varying ion pairs
provides GUMBOS with unique properties and offers them as potential candidates for
biomedical imaging,13,

14

antibacterial agents,15 drug delivery vehicles,16 tumor therapy,17,

optoelectronic,19, 20 and light harvesting21, 22, 23 applications.

Figure1. 4 Temperature difference between ionic liquids and GUMBOS
4
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1.3 Fluorescent GUMBOS
As mentioned previously, GUMBOS are tunable and hence can be designed to exhibit
desirable properties based on selected ion pairs. Therefore, GUMBOS can also be developed to
have fluorescence properties by employing either fluorescent cations or anions. In section 1.3
and 1.4, a discussion of background information on fluorescence spectroscopy and fluorescent
GUMBOS based on cyanine dyes, lanthanide ions, and carbazole is presented.
1.3.1 Fluorescence Spectroscopy
Fluorescence is a phenomenon in which absorption of light by molecules results in emission
of light from the excited state. The fluorescence process includes two steps. In the first step, light
(photons) absorption promotes molecules from the ground state, S0, to the excited singlet states
Sn (n≥1). In the second step, excited molecules return to the ground state through the emission
of photons. In addition to fluorescence, excited molecules may undergo a non-radiative process
called intersystem crossing (ISC) and transit to the excited triplet states. The triplet states then
slowly decay back to the ground states with emission of photons, which is known as
phosphorescence. It must be pointed out that emission is not the only process for excited
molecules to dissipate their energy; there are other competitive processes, including release of
heat, reaction, and transfer of energy to other molecules, for the molecules to return from the
excited state to the ground state (Figure 1.5).
Upon excitation, molecules can reach any vibrational sub-levels associated with a given
electronic state, which results in distinct absorption bands. After reaching one of the higher
vibrational levels of an excited state, the molecules will rapidly lose vibrational energy and fall
to the lowest vibrational level of the excited state. The excited molecules can lose energy again
via internal conversion and fall to the lowest vibrational level of the first excited state (S1).
5

Fluorescence occurs when molecules in the lowest vibrational level of the first excited state
return to a vibrational level of the ground state by emitting light. Thus, the energy absorbed by a
fluorophore is larger than the emission energy. This energy difference results in the Stokes shift,
in which the emission maximum occurs at longer wavelength than the absorption maximum
(Figure 1.6). Quantum yield describes the probability of an excited molecule to fluorescence or
phosphorescence by calculating the ratio of the number of photons emitted relative to the number
of photons absorbed.

Figure1. 5 Jablonski diagram
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Figure1. 6

Stokes shift

Fluorescence spectroscopy has been widely employed as a detection technique in analytical
chemistry for over 50 years and it is continuously expanding. Compared to other techniques,
fluorescence spectroscopy can achieve low detection limits due to its high signal-to-noise ratio.
For intensely fluorescent molecules, limits of detection of 10–10 M or lower are possible; in
favorable cases under strictly controlled conditions, the ultimate limit of detection (a single
molecule) may be reached.
1.3.2 Cyanine Dye Based Fluorescent GUMBOS
The emission of organic fluorophores often has a range from the ultraviolet visible to the
near-infared (NIR) region. Among these regions, near-infared fluorescence has attracted intense
attention recently for biomedical studies, such as photodynamic therapy

24, 25, 26

and biomedical

imaging,27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 due to the low absorption coefficient and autofluorescence of the
human skin tissue in the NIR region (700 – 900 nm) (Figure 1.7). This distinct feature of NIR
fluorescence greatly minimizes scattering and background interference, and allows a deeper

7

penetration of NIR emission for visualization of inner structure of biomatrices.34 The NIR region
is often referred to as “NIR diagnostic window.”

Figure1. 7 Absorption coefficient of oxyhaemoglobin, deoxyhaemoglobin and water as a function
of wavelength35

Many fluorophores which emit NIR light have been developed for biomedical applications.
These NIR fluorophores include fluorescent NIR organic dyes, quantum dots, rare earth metals
nanoparticles, single-walled carbon nanotubes,

36

and fluorescent proteins.37, 38 Among the five

categories of NIR fluorophores, organic dyes are the most frequently used NIR fluorescent
materials. The cyanine family of dyes makes the majority of commonly used organic dyes due to
their biocompatibility and desired photophysical properties.34 In addition, cyanine dyes are often
ionic compounds suitable for conversion to GUMBOS in order to obtain desired properties when
coupled with selected counter ions.
1.3.2.1 Introduction and Structure of Cyanine Dyes
Cyanine dyes are a large family of synthetic pigments. The first cyanine dye was discovered
in 1856 by William, who noted that quinolinium salts emitted colors when heated with silver
8

oxide. Cyanine dyes absorb a wide range of wavelengths from the ultraviolet to the NIRregion
compared to other dyes. Cyanine dyes have been widely used in silver halide photography,39
laser technology,40 and solar cells23, 41 due to their high molar extinction coefficient. In addition
to traditional uses, cyanine dyes, especially NIR cyanine dyes, have received extensive attention
in biomedical applications as contrast agents for disease imaging and tissue characterization,42, 43,
44

as well as photodynamic therapy agents. For example, indocyanine green (ICG), a NIR dye, is

the only approved dye for clinical use as an imaging agent in ophthalmology, surgery, and
inflammation imaging.42, 43, 44, 45
Cyanine dyes consist of two nitrogen centers, one of which is positively charged and the
other neutral, linked by a conjugated polymethine chain. Based on the structure of the moieties
containing nitrogen, cyanine dyes are classified into three types: streptocyanines (open chain
cyanines, Figure 1.8I), hemicyanines (Figure 1.8II), and closed-chain cyanines (Figure 1.8III).
For closed-chain cyanines, the nitrogen atoms are part of heteroaromatic rings, such as pyrrole,
imidazole, pyridine, quinolone, thiazole, benzothiazole etc. Generally, cyanine dyes have alltrans geometries in their most stable form.

Figure1. 8 Chemical structures of cyanine dyes
9

1.3.2.2 Spectroscopic and Photophysical Properties of Cyanine Dyes
The spectroscopic and photophysical properties of cyanine dyes are a function of the
structure of these molecules.
Effect of the terminal groups. Generally, asymmetric cyanine dyes, contain two different
heterocyclic end groups, or one heterocyclic and one noncyclic terminal group. These later
structures tend to absorb at shorter wavelengths than those of the corresponding symmetric
cyanine dyes.46 In addition, annelation at the heterocyclic terminal group causes cyanine dyes to
absorb at longer wavelengths. 46
Effect of the length of the polymethine chain. Research has demonstrated that introduction of
additional vinylene leads to red shifting of the absorption maximum of the cyanine dyes by 100
nm.

46

Few monomethine (n=0) cyanine dyes show absorption peaks above 700 nm. Cyanine

dyes which absorb and emit in the NIR regions are mainly trimethine (n=1), pentamethine (n=2)
dyes or heptamethine (n=3) dyes. The streptopolymethines need longer polymethine chains than
closed-chain cyanines to absorb in the NIR region. For example, the streptopolymethines parent
chromophore (where R= -CH3) absorbs at more than 700 nm with n=5.

46

The fluorescence

quantum yields of cyanine dyes reach a maximum value and then decrease upon going from
short to long chain lengths.46
Effect of substitutions. Substitution and other modifications can occur on the polymethine
chain or on the aromatic ring. For substitutions on the polymethine chain, there are two possible
ways to affect the spectroscopic properties of cyanines. The first causes an absorption shift
depending on the inductive effect and position of the substituents, and the second changes the
photophysical properties of dyes by steric effects. Electron-withdrawing groups at electron rich
positions (such as 1, 3, 5 positions of polymethine chain) lead to blue-shifts of the absorption
10

maxima, while electron-donating groups result in red-shifts.47, 48 At electron deficient positions
(positions 2, 4 etc), the opposite trends are obtained in the presence of electron-withdrawing or
electron-donating substituents. Steric effects occur when rigid substituents such as the sixmembered carbocyclic rings in the polymethine chain. The rigid rings in polymethine chains
greatly increase the photostability and quantum yield.49, 50 For substitutions at heteroaromatic
rings, the absorption maxima usually shift to longer wavelength.51 However, the quantum yield is
not monotone increasing but depends on the electronic effect of substituents. Strong electronwithdrawing groups (such as -NO2, -CF3SO2) significantly improve the quantum yield, while
electron-donating groups decrease the quantum yield.52, 53
Effect of binding to biomolecules. Binding of cyanine dyes to biomolecules can be covalent
or non-covalent. Covalent attachment of dyes to biomolecules is typically achieved by the
reaction of a sulfhydryl group or a primary amine with the dye maleimide or Nhydroxysuccinimide ester (NHS-ester), respectively. The attachment of biomolecules can
potentially aﬀect the photophysical properties of the dye considerably due to signiﬁcant eﬀects in
the dynamics of cis-trans isomerization. Generally, covalent binding to biomolecules produces
dramatic increases in the fluorescence quantum yield and lifetime with a red-shift in absorption
wavelength.54 Non-covalent labeling of biomolecules can involve ionic, hydrophobic,
electrostatics, and hydrogen bonding interactions (Figure 1.9). This kind of non-specific binding
to biomolecules results in formation of a stable complex (less stable than covalent linkages) and
occurs at a faster rate (faster than covalent binding).55 Compared to free dyes, complexes usually
show increased fluorescence quantum yield and red-shifted absorption peaks.56
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Figure1. 9 Illustration of non-covalent binding of dye to HSA.
1.3.2.3 Aggregation of Cyanine Dyes
Self-association of cyanine dyes in aqueous solution is frequently observed as a result of the
strong Van der Waals-like intermolecular attractive forces between molecules.57 Research has
demonstrated that the aggregation of dyes displays different optical properties from that of the
corresponding monomeric species. Absorption bands may shift to longer wavelengths or shorter
wavelengths and two types of proposed aggregate patterns have been developed to explain the
spectral shifts. Aggregates leading to red shifts are referred to as J type aggregates,58, 59 and blue
shifted aggregates are termed H type aggregates.60, 61, 62 J aggregates are composed of head to tail
configurations, and H aggregates stack in a plane to plane (parallel) way to produce a sandwich
formation (Figure 1.10). Factors which influence the extent of aggregation include the structure
of the dye, temperature, medium composition, etc.63 The self-association of cyanine dyes has
been described by the exciton coupling theory, in which the molecule is regarded as a point
dipole and the excitonic state of the dye aggregate splits into two levels through the interaction of
transition dipoles. In the case of parallel aggregates, only transition to an upper state is allowed.
Then a blue shift in the absorption maxima is observed as a consequence, while for J aggregates,
transition to a lower state results in a red shift.64 H aggregates typically possess lower molar
extinction coefficient and quantum yields than that of corresponding monomers. Due to their
12

significantly increased quantum yields, J aggregates have found applications in light harvesting,
optical recording, and laser technology.

Figure1.10 Schematic of the excitonic energy state splitting, into two Levels: H-aggregate and Jaggregate. 65
1.3.3 Lanthanide Ions Based Luminescent GUMBOS
Lanthanide metals are elements of atomic number 57 (lanthanum) through 71 (lutetium).
Trivalent lanthanide ions (LnIII) have been extensively studied due to their luminescence and
magnetic properties. Their unique properties are readily explained by the electronic
configurations of LnIII ([Xe]4f n, n= 0-14).
1.3.3.1 Spectroscopic Properties of Lanthanide Ions
The electrons in 4f orbitals of LnIII are well shielded from the environment by the filled
5p65S2 sub-shells and do not contribute to chemical bonding. Because of the shielding, the
ligand-field effects in LnIII complexes (~500 cm-1) are much smaller than that in d-transition
metal complexes, which commonly extend from 15,000 to 25,000 cm-1.

66

Therefore, the non-

radiative deactivation processes are relatively rare and emissions from these LnIII complexes are
common.
13

The partial energy levels of some of the trivalent lanthanide ions are shown in Figure 1.11.
Due to the parity selection rules, 4f -4f transitions are parity-forbidden. However, absorptions
with low molar absorption coefficients of LnIII are still present by “stealing” intensity from the
allowed transition (such as 4f – 5d transition). As a result of the forbidden f-f transition, the
lifetimes of the excited states are usually long-lived, up to milliseconds, and the emission is
characteristic with narrow-line mostly in visible and NIR ranges.67 A way to increase the
absorption coefficients is to use an antenna, which absorbs light and then transfers energy to the
lanthanide ion.

Figure1. 11 Partial energy diagrams for the lanthanide ions. The main luminescent levels are
drawn in red, while the fundamental level is indicated in blue. 67
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1.3.3.2 Magnetic Properties of Lanthanide Ions
Valence electrons in 4fn orbitals also provide LnIII magnetic properties due to the strong
unquenched angular moment and spin-orbit coupling.68 The energy level structure of 4f states is
determined by the following interactions: the electron-electron interaction (Hee), the spin-orbit
coupling (Hso) and crystal field (Hcf), where Hee > Hso > Hcf. The crystal field is much lower than
interelectronic interaction and spin-orbit coupling, which is because the 4f electrons are located
in the inner core and shielded by 5p65S2 sub-shells. Then the electronic level structure can be
described by Russell-Saunder coupling scheme, where an energy level of

2S+1

LJ multiplet is

observed.69
Among the multiplets, the ground state multiplet has the lowest energy and dominates at
room or lower temperature, and therefore it is the only one that contributes to the magnetic
properties. Typically, S, L, and J correspond to the total spin angular momentum, the total orbital
angular momentum and the total angular momentum, respectively, of the ground state multiplet.
This ground state multiplet fulﬁlls three conditions called Hund’s rules: (i) It has the maximum
allowed spin value (S); (ii) For a given spin multiplicity, it has the maximum allowed angular
momentum (L); and (iii) The value of the total momentum, J, is equal to J =|L − S| when the 4f
subshell is less than half ﬁlled, while J = L + S when the 4f subshell is more than half filled.
Neglecting crystal field, Hund’s formula applies:
µ ≈ gJ √

µB (except 4f4 4f5 4f6 systems)

Where µ is permanent magnetic moment, µB is Bohr magneton, gJ is given by
gJ = +

15

In the isolated ions, the crystal field effects split the J multiplet, resulting in a large deviation
from the Curie law at low temperature. Unlike the transition metal ions, the magnetic moment
of LnIII is temperature dependent.
1.3.3.3 Ionic Liquid Crystals
Liquid crystals flow like liquid; but maintain orientational order and show anisotropic
properties. Molecules which can form liquid crystals usually have either rod-like or disc-like
shape. Driving forces for formation of liquid-crystalline phase (mesophase) include dipole-dipole
interaction, Van der Waals interactions, π-π stacking, etc.
Ionic liquid crystals (ILCs) are a class of liquid-crystalline compounds that are composed of
cations and anions. As a special type of liquid crystals, ILCs combine the properties of both
liquid crystals and ionic liquids. At a molecular level, ILCs can be viewed as ionic liquids (above
the clear point they are definitely ionic liquids) since the local structure of the mesophase is
dominated by short-range interactions. At the macroscopic level, ILCs are in all respects liquid
crystals, since the behavior depends on the structure of the phase. Consequently, ILCs are
anisotropic at a macroscopic level, but at molecular level, ILCs have the properties of ionic
liquids, which are different from that of organic liquid crystals. A typical property of ILCs is ion
conductivity. 70
ILCs may display a variety of mesophases, including nematic (N), smectic (Sm), columnar
(Col) and cubic (Cub).71 Rodlike (calamitic) molecules usually form nematic and smectic
mesophases. The nematic phase is the least ordered mesophase, in which the rod-like molecules
are arranged in random positions with their long molecular axis, on average, parallel to a
preferential direction (so-called “director”, denoted by ̃. Figure 1.12 A). Smectic A (Sm A,
Figure 1.12 C) is the least ordered smectic mesophase, and the molecules are arranged in layers
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with their long molecular axis on average perpendicular to the layer plane. Smectic C (SmC,
Figure 1.12 D) mesophase is very similar to SmA mesophase, but the long molecular axis is
tilted to the layer plane instead of perpendicular. In ordered smectic B (SmB, Figure 1.12 E)
mesophase, there is a 6-fold bond orientation order, and, therefore, the translational order is lost
within few intermolecular distances. The cations of the ILCs often consist of a positively charged
head with a long hydrophobic alkyl chain. Thus, the driving forces for formation of ionic
mesophases are more complicated than that of organic liquid crystals. In ILCs, the cation-cation
repulsive interaction, hydrophobic interaction between long alkyl chain, hydrogen bonding and
electrostatic attractive interaction between cations and anions work together to form and stabilize
ionic mesophases.72 Due to the combination of these forces, unique smectic mesophases are
found in ILCs. A smectic T (SmT, Figure 1.12 F) phase observed in ammonium mesogens
(compounds that display liquid crystalline behavior) exhibits tetragonal layers, separated by long
alkyl chains. In a SmA2 (Figure 1.12 G) phase, cations and anions are assembled in bilayers,
separated by double layer of long alkyl chain.70, 71
Disc-like molecules usually form columnar phases, in which the discs are stacked one top of
another to form columns. In the hexagonal columnar (Colh, Figure 1.12 H) and rectangular
columnar (Colr, Figure 1,12 I) phases, the columns are arranged into a hexagonal lattice or
rectangular lattice. The disc-like molecules can also form a nematic phase: a discotic nematic
phase (ND), in which the discs are arranged in a nematic order; while in a columnar nematic
phase (Ncol), the columns are arranged in a nematic order.70, 71
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Figure1. 12 Schematic representation of mesophases 71
The formation and orientation of mesophases of ILCs depend on the properties and
structures of cations and anions, as well as the surrounding environments, such as solvents and
temperature. A thermotropic mesophase is formed by heating a solid or cooling an isotropic
liquid, while a lyotropic mesophase is prepared by dissolving an amphiphilic mesogen in a
suitable solvent with appropriate concentration and temperature. Among these factors, the
structural properties of cations and anions that constitute the ILCs are the primary elements that
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determine the structures of mesophases. Thus, the extensive amount cations and anions available
make the properties of ILCs widely tunable.
1.3.3.4 Trivalent Lanthanide Ion based GUMBOS and Ionic Liquid Crystal
LnIII-based GUMBOS (especially ionic liquids) have recently attracted considerable attention
since these GUMBOS may be designed for specific applications by incorporation of various
functionalities in ion pairs via the selection of specific cation-anion combinations.73, 74 In the
LnIII-based GUMBOS, the LnIII-ligand complexes serve as anions with paramagnetic and
luminescence properties, while the counter ions provide the GUMBOS with other functionalities,
such as ability for formation of liquid crystals,75, 76, 77, 78 targeting to cancer cells,18 etc.
Ionic liquids containing lanthanide ions are attractive materials, that combine the properties
of the ionic liquids with the magnetic and optical properties of incorporated lanthanides. Usually,
the lanthanides containing ILs are multicomponent ILs synthesized by dissolving the lanthanide
complexes into the ionic liquids. These lanthanide ILs solutions are potential soft materials for
applications

in

organic

light-emitting

diodes

(OLEDs),79

metal

separation,80

and

electrodeposition.81 However, poor solubility of lanthanide complexes in ILs limits the use of
lanthanide containing ionic liquids. Peter Nockemann82 and co-workers have developed the first
lanthanide based ionic liquids which consist of 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium [BMIM] and
lanthanide thiocyanate anions [Ln(NCS)x(H2O)y]3-x (x = 6-8; y = 0-2). However, these ILs
contain water, which quenches the luminescence of LnIII due to the absorption of energy of
excited states through the excitation of O-H vibration, and, therefore, limits the optical
applications. Anja-Verena Mudring73 and co-workers developed the first “true” lanthanide based
ILs without use of neutral coligands. Lanthanide based ionic liquid crystals have also been
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reported by Anja-Verena Mudring group.75 The authors developed a new material
[C12mim]3[DyBr6] with luminescent as well as mesomorphic and magnetic properties.
1.4 Computational Modeling of Carbazole Based Fluorescent GUMBOS
1.4.1 Computational Modeling of GUMBOS
Computational chemistry is a branch of chemistry which uses principles of computer
science to assist in solving chemical problems. Because of the difficulties of dealing with
materials in nano- and molecular levels, computational modeling has become important for
interpretation and prediction of experimental results.
Many efforts have been undertaken to simulate inorganic salts and their liquid state
structures through computational calculations in the 1970’s through the use of inter-ionic
potentials.83 However, except for the early theoretical calculations on organic salts, little work
has been done until relatively recently.84,

85, 86, 87

To theoretically study organic salts, many

approaches have been developed to meet the different simulation purposes. Using quantum
mechanical calculations, which is based on solving Schrödinger’s equation, one can obtain ion
pair stability, intramolecular geometry, orientation of ions in the pairs, hydrogen bonding, degree
of charge transfer between ions, and vibrational frequency of small and medium systems. For a
better molecular understanding of the dynamical process while describing the essential overall
behavior of GUMBOS, classical molecular dynamic (MD) modeling has been developed based
on Newtonian mechanics. This method is good for simulation of systems containing ~1000
molecules. Statistical, (thermodynamical) mechanical simulation, which employs statistical
physical and thermodynamics, enables one to study large length- and time-scale phenomena, and,
thus, the intrinsic morphologies of GUMBOS.
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1.4.1.1 Quantum Mechanics Simulation
Methods: Quantum mechanical calculations are aimed at finding the solution to the
Schrödinger’s equation, however; we can only solve the equation using a one-electron atom
(hydrogen atom). Fortunately, approximation (Born-Oppenheimer approximation) has been
developed to help solve the equation for multi-electron atoms. This approximation assumes
nuclei are stationary because nuclei are much more massive than electrons. Based on this
approximation, Hartree-Fock (HF) methods and post-HF methods have been carried out. Density
functional theory (DFT) is alternative to wavefunction based electron structure. DFT assumes
that there exists a function that will calculate the molecular energy from electron density, and
accounts for electron correlation by estimating the interaction of an electron with total electron
density.
Basis sets: In the last paragraph, two quantum mechanical methods were introduced. To
calculate the electronic structure, we still need basis functions (basis set) to describe the orbitals
of atoms in a molecule. Linear combinations of basis functions approximate the total electronic
wavefunction, while basis functions themselves are linear combinations of Gaussian type orbitals
(GTO). Slater type orbitals (STO) were firstly used in atomic calculation due to its accuracy, but
were abandoned soon after the initial success due to the complexity in the evaluation of
multicenter integrals required in the molecular calculations. Using a linear combination of
primitive GTO, which is so-called contracted GTO (CGTO), to mimic STO is an alternative way
to overcome the problem of evaluation of integrals (Figure 1.13). GTO started to become the
most popular basis set for the calculation of molecular electronic structure. Two conflicting goals
for basis sets, efficiency and accuracy, have led to the generation of many different basis sets.
The minimal basis is STO-3G. Since the valence electrons are responsible for bonding, more
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than one basis functions are usually used to calculate the valence orbitals. If two basis functions
were used, it is double-zeta; if three, it is triple-zeta. This approximation is called split-valence
basis sets. Pople’s split-valence basis set like 6-31G means that the inner shell is a CGTO made
of 6 Gaussians, and the valence is described by two basis functions — one CGTO made of 3
Gaussians, and one single Gaussian. Adding more basis functions per atom allows orbitals to
change size, and adding polarization functions to atoms allows orbitals to change shape. For
example, 6-31G (d, p) means that adding d functions for heavy atoms and p functions to H atoms.
When calculating lone pairs, anions, excited states etc., diffuse functions are needed. For
instance, 6-31++G means adding diffuse functions to both heavy atoms and H atoms. Dunning
correlation-consistent basis sets are optimized using correlated wavefunctions. An example of
Dunning basis set is aug-cc-pVDZ, where aug means one diffuse function is added for every
angular momentum present in the basis, cc means Dunning correlation-consistent, p means
polarized valence, D means double-zeta basis.

Figure1. 13 Linear combination of primitive Gaussians form contracted Gaussians
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Quantum mechanical calculation, which employs ab initio (from the first principles)
molecular dynamic method or density functional theory (DFT), is the most accurate method for
simulation of molecules. From this calculation, detailed and important information on individual
ions and ion pairs were obtained. Renqing Lue 88 and co-workers employed the density function
method and DNP basis set to study 1-pair, 2-pair, and 3-pair cation–anion interactions of 1propyl-4, 5-dibromo-3-methylimidazolium bromides. Chu Guo89 and co-workers optimized the
structure of pseudoisocyanine (PIC) and calculated the Raman vibrational frequencies of these
compounds based on DFT at the B3LYP level and using the 6-31G (d, p) basis set. Tingting
Gao90 and co-workers performed computational calculations to investigate the interactions of ILs
with diﬀerent classes of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), including alcohols, aldehydes,
ketones, alkanes, alkenes, alkynes, and aromatic compounds. Madhulata Shukla

91

and co-

workers have investigated the spectral features of 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium iodide (bmimI)
by use of Time Dependent-DFT (TD-DFT) calculations at B3LYP level using the DGDZVP
basis set.
1.4.1.2 Classic Dynamic Simulation
Although ab initio molecular dynamic method is highly accurate to calculate intermolecular
and intramolecular interactions at atomic level, their application in large length and time scale
systems is limited due to the need for expensive computational resources. In order to simulate
large systems, which contain hundreds of atoms and long-time processes, classic molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations were developed using Newtonian mechanics instead of quantum
mechanics. Since this method is less accurate, we still use the numbers derived from quantum
mechanics as constants in our MD simulation for the purpose of alleviating this problem. MD
does not consider electrons and only takes into account the nuclei since nuclei are much larger
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than electrons, thus, nuclear motion, vibration, and rotation can be studied separately from
electrons. For MD simulation, the following information is required from each atom in a
molecule: position, momentum (mass and velocity), charge, and bonding information.
A single atom will be affected by the potential energy functions of every atom in the
system, and these interactions in turn affect the motion of the atom. The potential energy is
described in the form:

∑

+∑

∑

[(

)

+ ∑

( ) ]

This is called the force field which contains bonded terms including stretching, bending, and
torsions along with non-bonded interactions that consist of van der Waals and electrostatic
potentials.
ILs have been widely studied using classical molecular dynamics with refined force field.
Ramesh Singh84 and co-workers used MD simulation to investigate the dynamics of the ionic
liquid [BMIM+][PF6-] when conﬁned inside an uncharged slit-like graphitic pore of width H= 5.4
nm, in the temperature range 300-400 K. They also performed molecular dynamics to study the
structural and dynamical properties of [BMIM+][PF6-] conﬁned inside multiwalled carbon
nanotubes (MWCNTs).92 Trinidad Mendez-Morales93 and co-workers investigated the dynamic
properties of alcohol and IL mixtures.
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1.4.1.3 Coarse Grain Molecular Dynamics (CGMD)
Previous approaches have been limited to simulation times and system sizes less than 100
ns and 10 nm, however, sometimes GUMBOS can exhibit structural order beyond these
molecular distances. Such orders are typically denoted as nano-sized structures. To simulate
these systems, coarse grain molecular dynamics (CGMD) were developed with a reduced
number of degrees of freedom and eliminated fine interaction details. CGMD assumes all atoms
present within a given length scale are one united-atom or bead, and beads are connected to one
another by “bonds.” Figure 1.14 depicts the representation of an imidazolium cation in ab initio,
atomistic and coarse grain MD simulations.

Figure1. 14 Imidazolium cation in ab initio, atomistic and coarse grain MD simulations (from
left to right)83
1.4.2 Current Theoretical Studies of Carbazole Derivatives
Carbazole is an important aromatic heterocyclic compound. It has a nitrogen atom as an
electron donor (Figure 1.15), which makes its ring easily functionalized and covalently linked to
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other molecules. Carbazole derivatives, with appropriate chemical modification, have been
synthesized and investigated as organic electronic devices because of carbazole’s high thermal
stability and excellent photophysical properties.94 Carbazole derivatives can be used as materials
for hole-transporting layers of both small molecule and polymer organic light emitting diodes
(OLEDs) due to their high charge mobility.95, 96, 97, 98, 99 Many carbazole based compounds have
also been used as white, red, green, and in some cases even blue triplet emitters due to the large
bang gap of the biphenyl unit.100, 101 In addition, the optical and electronic properties of carbazole
are tunable by substitution on 2-, 3-, 6-, 7-, and 9-H positions. Carbazole based GUMBOS can be
developed by covalently linking a cation to the carbazole ring.

Figure1. 15 Chemical structure of carbazole
Current theoretical (computational) studies of carbazole derivatives are focused on the
effects of substitutions on HOMO levels. Predictions of the spectral and electronic properties
employ DFT, Time Dependent-DFT (TDDFT) and HF methods. Theoretical calculations for Nmethylcarbazole and 3, 6-diphenyl-N-methyl carbazole were carried out by Neeraj Agarwal
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and co-workers using B3LYP/6-31G(d). Calculated results indicate that 3- and 6-positions of

carbazole have largest contribution to HOMO levels and hence the effect of electron
donating/withdrawing groups (EDG/EWG) in these positions would result in maximal changes
in the HOMO level. Similarly, the density distribution in the model compound 3, 6-diphenyl-N26

methylcarbazole shows that ortho and para positions of the phenyl group have the largest
contribution to the HOMO level (Figure 1.16 b). Hence, substitution at ortho and para positions
of the phenyl group with EDG/EWG should tune the HOMO energy levels. Michel Belletete103
and co-workers used RHF/6-31G* and RCIS/6-31G* to calculate the ground state and excited
states of covalently linked carbazole-based dimers: N,N-diethyl-2,2-bicarbazole (CC), 2-(Nethylcarbazol-2-yl)thiophene (CT), and 2-(N-ethylcarbazol-2-yl)furan (CF). The calculation
results indicate that the absorption is due to the S0-S2 transition and fluorescence is a result of S1S0 transition.

Figure1. 16 Representation of the pz contribution of the atomic orbitals for HOMO (above) and
molecular orbital plots (below) 102

1. 5 Analytical Techniques, Methods and Software Used
1.5.1 UV-Vis Spectroscopy
Many molecules absorb ultraviolet or visible light and induce promotion of one electron
from the ground state to the excited states. As a result, the intensity of light decreases at a
wavelength where absorbance occurring. UV-Vis spectroscopy is the measurement of the
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wavelength and intensity of absorbance of ultraviolet and visible light by a sample. Absorbance
(A) is directly proportional to the path length, b (cm), and the concentration, c (M), of the
absorbing species at low concentration ranges. Beer's Law states that A = ɛbc, where ɛ is molar
absorbtivity with units of M-1 cm-1. The spectrum is recorded by plotting absorbance as a
function of wavelength. A typical UV-Vis spectrophotometer consists of light source,
monochromator, sample, and detector as shown in Figure 1.17.

Figure1. 17 Schematic of a UV-Vis spectrophotometer

1.5.2 Fluorescence Spectroscopy
Fluorescence principles have been discussed in section 1.3.1. A fluorometer is used to
record the fluorescence spectra and other information of molecules. A fluorometer consists of a
light source, an excitation monochromator, an emission monochromator, a sample cell, and a
detector (Figure 1.18). Since a sample emits equally, in all directions, the emission
monochromator is positioned orthogonally from the excitation light to minimize light scattering
by the solution and cell.
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Figure1. 18 Schematic of a fluorometer

1.5.3 Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) Magnetometer
A Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) uses the properties of electronpair wave coherence and Josephson Junctions to detect very small magnetic fields. A SQUID
consists of a loop of superconductor with one or more Josephson junctions, called weak links.
Figure 1.19 shows an example of SQUID with weak links at X and W, where critical current ( i ) is

much less than the critical current ( I ) of the main ring. The magnetic field through the loop
causes a phase difference between electrons, affecting current through the loop. If a magnetic
field is applied perpendicular to the plane of the ring, a phase difference is produced in the
electron-pair wave along the path XYW and WZX and will be measured.
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Figure1. 19 Superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) as a simple magnetometer.
1.5.4 Transmission Electronic Microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a microscopy technique that has been widely
used to visualize nano-scale materials due to its high resolution and magnification. TEM (Figure
1.20) uses an accelerated beam of electrons to transmit through an ultra-thin specimen, and
produces many interactions with the specimen as it passes through. An image is formed from the
interaction of the electrons penetrated through the specimen. The image is magnified by
electromagnetic lenses and projected onto an imaging device, such as a fluorescent screen, on a
layer of photographic film, or to be detected by a CCD camera.
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Figure1. 20 Schematic of a TEM

1.5.5 Polarized Optical Microscopy
Polarized optical microscopy (POM) uses plane-polarized light to analyze birefringent
structures, such as crystals and liquid crystals. As shown in Figure 1.21, a polarized light
microscope consists of (from bottom to top) a light source, polarizer, specimen, analyzer
(another polarizer), and camera. In a polarized light microscope, light from the source transmits
through a polarizer and produces a plane-polarized light vibrating in only one direction (00). A
birefringent specimen, whose refractive index depends on direction, produces two individual
wave components that are each polarized in mutually perpendicular planes, after interaction with
plane-polarized light. Then one of the components will pass through the analyzer (900).
Therefore a birefringent specimen will be seen as a bright image. In contrast, polarized light will
pass through an isotropic sample that has a refractive index that is equal in all directions and
remain unaltered, resulting in a dark image.
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Figure1. 21 Polarized Optical Microscope Configuration

1.5.6 Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy
Circular dichroism is the difference in absorption of left-handed circularly polarized light
(L-CPL) and right-handed circularly polarized light (R-CPL) and occurs when a molecule
contains one or more chiral chromophores. Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy is a
spectroscopic technique where the CD of molecules is measured over a range of wavelengths.
CD spectroscopy is used extensively to study chiral molecules of all types and sizes.
Measurements carried out in the visible and ultraviolet region of the electro-magnetic spectrum
monitor electronic transitions, and, if the molecule under study contains chiral chromophores
then one CPL state will be absorbed to a greater extent than the other and the CD signal over the
corresponding wavelengths will be non-zero. A CD signal can be positive or negative, depending
on whether L-CPL is absorbed to a greater extent than R-CPL (CD signal positive) or to a lesser
extent (CD signal negative)
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1.5.7 Gaussian 09
Gaussian 09 is the latest in the Gaussian series of programs. It provides state-of-the-art
capabilities for electronic structure modeling. Starting from the fundamental laws of quantum
mechanics, Gaussian 09 predicts the energies, molecular structures, vibrational frequencies and
molecular properties of molecules and reactions in a wide variety of chemical environments.
Gaussian 09’s models can be applied to both stable species and compounds which are difficult or
impossible to observe experimentally (e.g., short-lived intermediates and transition structures).
Gaussian 09 provides the most advanced modeling capabilities available today, and it includes
many new features and enhancements which significantly expand the range of problems and
systems which can be studied. With Gaussian 09, you can model larger systems and more
complex problems than ever before, even on modest computer hardware.
– Gaussian 09 official website.
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CHAPTER 2 IRRADIATION INDUCED FLUORESCENCE ENHANCEMENT IN
PEGYLATED CYANINE-BASED NIR NANO-AND MESO-SCALE GUMBOS
2.1 Introduction
Fluorescent nanoparticles have been widely studied as diagnostic and thermal therapeutic
agents with applications to tumor imaging and targeted cancer drug delivery.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

Nanoparticles that can absorb and emit light in the near-infrared (NIR) region are of great
interest in biomedical applications since the skin has minimum absorption coefficient and
maximum penetration depth for electromagnetic radiation in the NIR region.8, 9 There are
numerous fluorescent NIR materials or molecules available which can be employed to
provide fluorescence property in nanoparticles. These include quantum dots,10, 11 fluorescent
protein,12,

13

gold/silver nanoparticles14, and fluorescent NIR organic molecules.8,

15, 16, 17

Among these, NIR organic dyes are the most frequently used fluorophores in fluorescent
probes for imaging vascular pathophysiology and other disorders.9, 18 Two methods have been
developed to prepare fluorescent NIR organic nanoparticles. One involves encapsulation of
organic molecules in nanocomposite particles;9 the other uses a reprecipitation method to
prepare nanoparticles employing water-insoluble dyes.19, 20
Among various organic fluorescent NIR dyes, heptamethine cyanine dyes are promising
candidates due to their high molar extinction coefficients and broad wavelength tunability.21,
22

However, when used as optical contrast agents, the heptamethine cyanine dyes suffer from

several disadvantages. These major disadvantages which limit the application of cyanine dyes
for biomedical applications include low quantum yields, self-assembly to form non-

*This chapter previously appeared as Chengfei Lu , Susmita Das , Paul K. S. Magut , Min Li
, Bilal El-Zahab , and Isiah M. Warner. Irradiation Induced Fluorescence Enhancement in
PEGylated Cyanine-Based NIR Nano- and Mesoscale GUMBOS. Langmuir, 2012, 28 (40),
14415–14423. It is reproduced by permission of American Chemistry Society
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fluorescent aggregates, short fluorescence lifetime, poor photostability, cytotoxicity, nonspecific binding to proteins and other cell components23, and small Stokes shifts.24 To
improve the properties of heptamethine cyanine dyes, much effort has been directed toward
modification of the molecular structures of these dyes. For example, studies have
demonstrated that cyanine dyes which incorporate a rigid cyclohexenyl ring in the
heptamethine chain have increased photostability and enhanced quantum yield as compared
to cyanine dyes with an open polymethine chain.25 In addition, cyanine dyes with two
sulfonic groups or carboxyl groups have improved photostability, increased water solubility,
as well as greater biocompatibility. For example, indocyanine green (ICG), a cyanine dye
with two sulfonic groups, has been approved by the U.S Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) for human use due to its low toxicity (LD50 of 50-80 mg/kg for animal subjects).9
For most heptamethine cyanine dyes, Stokes shifts are often less than 25 nm, which can
result in self-quenching and measurement errors from excitation and scattered light.24 Peng,
et al. have reported new cyanine dyes which have large Stokes shifts (>140 nm) 26. These new
dyes are derived from cyanine dyes containing a central cyclohexenyl ring in the
heptamethine chain. A robust C-N bond substitution at the C-Cl bond on the rigid ring leads
to a large Stoke shift due to excited-state intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) between a
donor and acceptor in the dyes. However, most of these modifications were employed using
cyanine dyes which are water soluble. Water soluble dyes cannot self-assemble to produce
nanoparticles in aqueous solution using a reprecipitation method. In contrast, the research
reported in this manuscript focuses on modification of water insoluble heptamethine cyanine
dyes to produce stable self-assemblies in aqueous solution by use of reprecipitation.
PEG is a water soluble and biocompatible polymer that has been widely used to modify
the surface properties of various nanoparticles.27,

28, 29, 30

The surface properties of

nanoparticles, e.g. hydrophobicity, play an important role in stabilizing such nanoparticles,
45

which in turn determines the in vivo fate of these nanoparticles. It is well established that
nanoparticles with hydrophobic surfaces are rapidly captured and massively cleared by the
mononuclear phagocyte system (MPS). Upon PEGylation, the hydrophilicity of the PEG
chain will typically prevent such nanoparticles from being recognized by MPS.31 Moreover,
PEG chains extend into the aqueous pool and provide a sphere of solvation in water , thus
preventing such dyes from aggregating.32 In addition, a PEG shell has the potential of
reducing non-specific binding to proteins33 , as well as reducing cytotoxicity. 34
Our group has recently reported a series of organic salts which are similar to ionic
liquids, but do not fit the accepted definition of ionic liquids since they often have melting
points greater than 100

°

C.19,

20

We have defined these materials as a group of uniform

materials based on organic salts and use the acronym, GUMBOS, to describe these materials
with melting points between 25 °C and 250 °C.

As used here, GUMBOS can be singular

and plural.
Cyanine dyes are typically either cationic or anionic organic salts. Dyes with two
sulfonic groups or carboxyl groups are anionic salts with typically small counter cations, such
as sodium. Dyes without negatively charged groups are cationic salts with counter anions,
such as iodide ion. Since various anions are available for conversion to GUMBOS, cationic
cyanine dye based GUMBOS can be obtained by use of anion-exchange. It has been
demonstrated that cationic cyanine dyes coupled with various anions display tunable spectral
properties in aqueous solutions.20 Therefore, in this article, selection of a water insoluble
cyanine dye (cationic) for modification is based on considerations of exploiting these anioncontrolled spectral properties.
In this study, in order to achieve large stokes shift, lower non-specific binding to
proteins, and to reduce cytotoxicity, 6-aminohexanoic acid linked with PEG was used to
modify IR786, which is normally a water insoluble cationic NIR dye with a rigid
46

cyclohexenyl ring in the heptamethine chain. The modified dye based GUMBOS were
obtained by use of anion exchange with sulfosuccinate (AOT) sodium salt and lithium
bis(trifluoromethane) sulfonamide (NTf2), respectively. In this manuscript, we demonstrate
that PEGylated dye-based GUMBOS show increased Stokes shifts and can form nano- and
meso-sized self-assemblies in aqueous solution. The nano- and meso-scale GUMBOS also
displayed anion and concentration dependent photostability as a result of irradiation. The
PEG chains provide a protective outer layer for improving steric stabilization and reducing
non-specific binding to protein and cytotoxicity.
2.2 Experimental Methods
2.2.1 Materials
IR786 iodide, 6-aminohexanoic acid, DMF, polyethylene glycol monomethyl ether
(MeOPEG,

Mn=550),

1,

3-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide

(DCC),

bis(2-ethylhexyl)

sulfosuccinate (AOT) sodium salt (≥99%), and lithium bis(trifluoromethane) sulfonamide
(NTf2) were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Four (4)(Dimethylamino)pyridine (DMAP) and triethylamine were obtained from Fluka and Fisher
Scientific respectively. Triply deionized water (18.2MΩ cm), obtained from an Elga model
PURELAB ultra water-filtration system, was used for the preparation of all PEGylated NIR
dye samples.
2.2.2 Synthesis of PEG786 GUMBOS
The PEGylated NIR GUMBOS were synthesized by use of a two-step procedure
followed by an anion exchange reaction. In the two-step reaction, 6-aminohexanoic acid was
first attached to IR786 iodide ([IR786][I]) using a method described in the literature22. In this
procedure, triethylamine (198 μL, 1.42 mmol) and 6-aminohexanoic acid (126 mg, 1.42
mmol) were added to a solution of IR786 iodide (0.283 mmol) in anhydrous DMF (10 mL)
under nitrogen atmosphere. After stirring for 3 h at 85°C, the green solution changed to a blue
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solution. Flash chromatography (AcOEt/MeOH 70/30 to 0/100) was used to obtain a pure
blue product (yield 85%). Subsequently, 0.03 g of MeOPEG (0.06 mmol) and 0.02g of N, Ndimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) were dissolved in 10 mL of anhydrous DMSO. In a separate
vessel, 0.0466 g of the blue compound (0.06 mmol) was dissolved into 10 mL of anhydrous
DMSO together with 0.0124 g N, N -dicyclo-hexylcarbodiimide (DCC, 0.06 mmol). The
mixture was stirred for 30 min at room temperature and then added to the above MeOPEG
solution. This reaction mixture was then agitated for 2 days at room temperature (yield 75%).
An anion exchange method similar to those reported in the literature was employed to
prepare PEG786 GUMBOS.20 Equimolar amounts of PEG786 iodide([PEG786][I]) and
sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate (AOT) salt were dissolved in a mixture of methylene
chloride and water (2:1 v/v) and stirred for 12 h at room temperature. The methylene chloride
bottom layer was washed several times with fresh water to remove the byproduct, NaI. The
product ([PEG786][AOT], yield 80%) was obtained from the lower organic layer and dried
after solvent removal under vacuum. A similar anion-exchange procedure was employed for
preparation of [PEG786][NTf2].
2.2.3 Preparation and Characterization of PEG786 nano- and meso-scale GUMBOS
The PEG786 nano- and meso-scale GUMBOS were prepared from PEG786 GUMBOS
by use of a reprecipitation method which has been previously described in the literature.

19, 20

A given amount (1-70μL) of a 1 mM GUMBOS ethanolic solution of the GUMBOS was
rapidly injected into 1 mL of triply deionized water in an ultrasonic bath, followed by
additional sonication for 5 min.
The average particle sizes and morphologies of the prepared PEG786 nano- and mesoscale GUMBOS were obtained using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). These TEM
micrographs were recorded by use of an LVEM5 transmission electron microscope
(DelongAmerica, Montreal, Canada). A small amount of PEG786 nano- andmeso-scale
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GUMBOS in aqueous solution was drop cast onto a carbon-coated copper grid and allowed to
dry in air at room temperature before TEM imaging. Electron diffraction measurements of the
dried nano- and meso-scale GUMBOS were obtained on a Nonius Kappa CCD diffractometer
through long exposure to Mo KR radiation and rotation of samples about the vertical axis.
2.2.4 Absorption and Fluorescence Studies of PEG786 nano- and meso-scale GUMBOS
For all spectroscopic measurements, samples were placed in a low-volume
fluorescence cuvet and held in place by use of a modified cuvet holder. UV-Vis-NIR
absorption

spectra

were

recorded

using

a

UV-3101PC

UV-Vis-NIR

scanning

spectrophotometer (Shimadzu). UV-Vis-NIR absorbance was performed and monitored in the
wavelength range from 200 nm to 900 nm. Fluorescence spectra were recorded at room
temperature by use of a Spex Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorimeter (model FL3-22TAU3; Jobin
Yvon, Edison, NJ, USA) equipped with a 450-W xenon lamp and R928P photomultiplier
tube (PMT) emission detector. The photostabilities of these PEG-modified dyes were
evaluated in aqueous solution by excitation at 630 nm for 3000 seconds with 14nm slit width.
Fluorescence lifetime measurements were performed on a Spex Fluorolog-3
spectrofluorimeter (model FL3-22TAU3, Jobin Yvon, Edison, NJ) using time domain mode.
A picosecond pulsed excitation source of 735 nm was used and emission collected at 760 nm
with a TBX detector. The time correlated single photon counting (TSCPC) mode was used
for data acquisition with a resolution of 7 ps/channel.
2.2.5 Study of Resistance to Non-specific Protein Adsorption
Absorption difference spectroscopy was used to study the resistance of PEG786 nanoand meso-scale GUMBOS to protein adsorption. Differential spectral titrations were
performed at room temperature. 35 The concentration of the dye in the reference cuvet and the
dye in the dye/BSA mixture were identical. The conditions employed were as follows:
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1. At a constant dye concentration of 20 µM in PBS solutions (pH = 7.4), the BSA
concentration was varied as follows: 0.1mg/mL, 0.2 mg/mL, 0.3 mg/mL, 0.4 mg/mL, 0.5
mg/mL, and 0.6 mg/mL;
2. At a constant concentration of 0.5 mg/mL BSA in PBS solutions (pH=7.4), the dye
concentration was increased from 5µM to 20 µM;
3. The dye and BSA mixtures were then incubated for 1 hour before UV-vis-NIR
absorption measurements.
2.2.6 In vitro Cytotoxicity Assay
Cytotoxicities of IR786 and PEG786 GUMBOS against HeLa cancer cell line was
determined by use of MTT Assay kit (Promega Corporation, Madison, WI, USA) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, in a 96-well plate, 5000 cells in 0.1 mL culture
medium were seeded to each well. After 24 h, the old culture medium was removed and
discarded and 0.1 mL of new culture medium containing 0-40 μM [IR786][I] or PEG786
GUMBOS dissolved in 1% DMSO was introduced to the cells. The cells were then incubated
for 48 h at 37 ºC, in 5% CO2 atmosphere. At the end of the incubation period, the cells were
treated with 15 μL 3-(4, 5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2, 5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT)
and incubated for 4 h. After four hours 100 μL of the stock solution was added per well and
incubated overnight. The plate was shaken for 20 seconds and absorbance was then read at
570 nm with a reference wavelength of 650 nm using a micro plate spectrophotometer
(Benchmark Plus, Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA). Cell viability as a percentage
was determined by taking the ratio between absorbance of the treated cells and the
absorbance of untreated (control) cells taken as 100%.
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2.3 Results and Discussion
The position of the chloride on the central cyclohexenyl ring of [IR786][I] is considered
to be a useful reaction site for further structural modification. Six(6)-aminohexanoic acid,
which has two functional groups, was linked to IR786 by use of an SNR1 reaction (Scheme
2.1, first reaction) to obtain a blue product [IR786AA][I]. Afterwards, polyethylene glycol
monomethyl ether (MeoPEG) was attached to 6-aminohexanoic acid by use of an
esterification reaction between the carboxyl and hydroxyl groups (Scheme 2.1, second
reaction). Finally, the PEG786 GUMBOS were synthesized employing an anion exchange
between [PEG786][I]

and bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate (AOT) sodium salt (≥99%),

lithium bis(trifluoromethane) sulfonamide (NTf2) (Scheme 2.1, third reaction).
[IR786AA][I] characterization: 1HNMR (CDCl3): δ (ppm) 10.0 (1H), 8.02 (s, 2H), 7.37 (s,
2H), 7.05 (t, 2H), 6.87 (d, 4H), 5.60 (m, 2H), 3.84 (t, 3H), 3.28 (s, 3H), 2.96 (s, 4H), 2.49 (t,
2H), 1.99 (t, 1H), 1.69 (m, 8H), 1.44 (m, 4H), 1.38 (s, 6H), 1.26 (m, 2H); ESI-MS: Calculated
m/z =578.80 , Found m/z =578.38
[PEG786][I] characterization: 1HNMR (CDCl3): δ (ppm) 8.12 (d, 1H), 7.65 (d, 1H), 7.22 (m,
2H), 7.16(m, 1H), 6.98 (d, 2H), 6.88 (t, 1H), 6.79 (d, 1H), 6.67(d, 1H), 5.37(t, 2H), 3.78 (m,
2H), 3.68 (m, 2H), 3.68 (s, 3H), 3.62 (m, 44H), 3.52 (s, 3H), 3.35 (s, 3H), 3.26 (m, 3H),
2.47(t, 4H), 2.35 (t, 2H), 2.14 (s, 1H), 1.67 (m, 10H), 1.27 (m, 10H).

13

CNMR (CDCl3): δ

(ppm) 171.56 (3C), 144.62 (2C), 139.61 (1C), 136.40 (2C), 132.69 (2C), 127.92 (2C), 127.61
(1C), 126.88 (1C), 122.09, 121.96, 121.69, 120.46 (4C), 106.39, 107.45 (3C), 72.60,71.93,
70.56, 70.29 (24C), 61.66, 58.98 (2C), 50.98, 49.95, 49.71 (1C), 46.41 (1C), 35.86, 34.33
(2C), 32.44 (1C), 29.76, 29.25 (2C), 28.77 (1C), 26.25, 26.15 (3C), 25.86, 25.41, 25.02,
24.62, 24.32 (4C). ); ESI-MS: Found m/z =784.56
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Scheme2. 1 Synthesis of PEG786 based GUMBOS

PEG786 GUMBOS formed nano-sized self-assemblies in aqueous solution when a
reprecipitation method was employed.19,20 These nano- and meso-scale GUMBOS were
characterized using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Figure 2.1). The TEM images
of [PEG786][NTf2] show that these nano- and meso-scale GUMBOS were primarily
spherical with average diameters in the range of 100 to 220 nm; while [PEG786][I] nano- and
meso-scale GUMBOS displayed both spherical and quasi-spherical particles with average
size ranging from 100 to 150 nm.
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Figure2. 1 Transmission electron micrograms of [PEG786][NTf2] (left) and [PEG786][I]
(right) nano- and meso-scale GUMBOS

2.3.1 Spectroscopic Analysis of PEG786 GUMBOS
The PEG786 GUMBOS exhibited broader spectra as compared to the original
unmodified IR786 (Figure 2.2). The absorption maxima of [PEG786][I] was observed at 620
nm which was 150 nm blue shifted as compared to its non-PEGylated counterpart. A large
Stokes shift of 122 nm was also observed as compared to IR786 with a Stokes shift of 25 nm.
The significant increase in Stokes shift after substitution of C-Cl bond with a C-N bond on
the central ring is attributed to intramolecular charge transfer (ICT).26 After structural
modification, the nitrogen binding to the cyclohexenyl ring results in a bridgehead amine,
which leads to intramolecular charge transfer (ICT). Accompanying ICT, a locally excited
(LE) state (pyramidal geometry) is formed after excitation, and then transformed into an ICT
state (planar configuration).26 This process is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Figure2. 2 Absorption (blue) and emission (red) spectra of [PEG786][I] (A) and IR786 (B) in
EthanlEwater
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Figure2. 3 Transformation of pyramidal geometry to planar configuration
2.3.2. Photostability of PEG786 Nano- and meso-scale GUMBOS
The stability of dyes, including the ability to resist degradation from light, heat, oxygen,
and ozone, is important for spectroscopic applications.36 For example, as optical contrast
agents, cyanine dyes should have high photostability in order to improve their lifetimes for
laser operation. In order to track the photobleaching of PEG786 GUMBOS, aqueous
solutions of this compound were irradiated by use of a xenon lamp (630nm, slits 14/14) over
a period of 50 min to examine irradiation photostability. A decrease in the emission maxima
over time was recorded and is illustrated in Figures 2.4. As seen in Figure 2.4 A, at a
concentration of 20 µM, the photostability of [PEG786][AOT] was much higher than that of
[PEG786][NTf2] and [PEG786][I]. [PEG786][I] has the lowest photostability with a residual
emission intensity of 15%. The residual emission intensity for [PEG786][AOT] and
[PEG786][NTf2] are 57% and 35%, respectively.
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Figure2. 4 Effects of anions (A) and concentration (B, C, D) on photostability of PEG786
nano- and meso-scale GUMBOS

The effect of concentration on photostability of PEG786 GUMBOS in aqueous solution
was also investigated. The results shown in Figure 2.4 B, C and D indicate that photostability
of three PEG786 nano- and meso-scale GUMBOS from 20 µM to 70 µM in water. It was
observed that for [PEG786][I] the photostability dropped at all concentrations over a period
of 50 min. However, for [PEG786][NTF2] nano- and meso-scale GUMBOS, the higher
concentrations exhibited an increase in fluorescence intensity after irradiating for more than
500 sec. Similar behavior was observed for [PEG786][AOT] at higher concentrations.
The emission spectrum of [PEG786][NTf2] has a maximum at 742 nm and a shoulder at
798 nm (Figure 2.5 A). Interestingly, it was observed that the photostability of
[PEG786][NTF2] increased upon short irradiation at all concentrations when the emission
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was collected at the shoulder (798 nm). Data from Figure 2.5 B demonstrates that the ratio of
residual emission intensity to emission intensity before irradiation at 798 nm was much
higher than that at 742 nm: ratios of 65%, 160% and 160% at 798 nm were obtained as
compared to 35%, 53% and 90% at 742nm with respective concentrations of 20 µM, 50 µM
and 70 µM. The sharp increase in emission intensity at 798 nm after irradiation as compared
to that before irradiation suggests that a new emitting species is formed due to irradiation
which emits near 798 nm and has a higher quantum yield as compared to the initial emitting
species.

Figure2. 5 Photostability study of [PEG786][NTf2] with emission wavelength at 798nm

Emission and excitation spectra of PEG786 nano- and meso-scale GUMBOS were
obtained before and after irradiation. As a comparison, emission and excitation spectra
without irradiation were also investigated to identify the new emitting species and understand
the mechanism of formation. Figure 2.6 A shows the excitation and emission spectra of
[PEG786][NTf2] (50 µM) before and after irradiation. Both the excitation and emission
maxima exhibited a red shift after 50 min of irradiation. The excitation maximum shifted
from 625 nm to 640 nm and the emission maximum shifted from 640 nm to 773 nm. These
new maxima were ascribed to the new emitting species, which needs identification. Time
studies of [PEG786][NTf2] aqueous solution without irradiation were performed by recording
the excitation and emission spectra at 15 -min interval. The final spectrum was recorded at 50
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minutes. The results are shown in Figure 2.6 B and C. No peak shift was observed during
time studies, which indicates that formation of the new emitting species is induced by
irradiation rather than time. Moreover, such a phenomenon was not observed at 1 µM which
is an extremely low concentration for induction of dye aggregation. This observation further
suggests that the new emitting species is a molecular aggregate formed as a result of higher
concentration and irradiation. Irradiation-induced J-aggregation has been reported for other
cyanine dyes with different templates.37 J aggregates are usually characterized by red-shifted
absorption and intense fluorescence as compared to the corresponding monomeric species.36
In order to further verify irradiation induced J-aggregation formation, fluorescence
lifetime measurements were performed. These measurements for [PEG786][NTf2] nano- and
meso-scale GUMBOS in water revealed an extremely short component of 69 ps after
irradiation. This was the only emitting species as compared to before irradiation which was
composed of a longer component of 349 ps. However, as noted, at the lower non-aggregation
concentration of 1µM, the appearance of a shorter component was not observed in the
fluorescence lifetime measurements after irradiation. Similar results were obtained for
[PEG786][AOT] nano- and meso-scale GUMBOS at higher concentrations. These results are
summarized in Table 2.1. J-aggregation is often characterized by short lifetimes and
enhanced fluorescence. Thus, the combination of steady state fluorescence, kinetic studies,
and fluorescence lifetime confirms irradiation induced J-aggregation and enhanced
fluorescence of the PEGylated nano- and meso-scale GUMBOS.
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Figure2. 6 Excitation (left) and emission (right) (A) spectra of [PEG786][NTf2] (50uM)
before and after irradiation. Excitation (B) and emission (C) spectra of [PEG786][NTf2]
(50uM) without irradiation

Table2. 1 Lifetime of [PEG786][AOT] and [PEG786][NTf2] before and after irradiation
System
τ1
a1
τ2
a2
χ
1µM [PEG786][AOT] before irradiation

243 ps

1

1.4

1µM [PEG786][AOT] after irradiation

172 ps

1

1.3

50µM [PEG786][AOT] before irradiation

23.5 ps

0.7

325 ps

0.3

1.5

50µM [PEG786][AOT] after irradiation

32.3 ps

0.9

190 ps

0.1

1.5

1µM [PEG786][NTf2] before irradiation

146 ps

1

1.4

1µM [PEG786][NTf2] after irradiation

272 ps

1

1.2

50µM [PEG786][NTf2] before irradiation

349 ps

1

1.2

50µM [PEG786][NTf2] after irradiation

69 ps

0.99
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395 ps

0.01 1.8

2.3.3 Studies of Resistance to Nonspecific Protein Adsorption
Absorption difference spectroscopy is often used to study the interaction between dyes
and proteins.35 The absorption spectrum of the unmodified dye [IR786][I] in water has a
broad maximum at 764 nm (Figure 2.7). In contrast, the spectrum of [IR786][I] in the
presence of BSA is characterized by a maximum at 785 nm with a narrow peak. Thus, a
considerable difference in absorbance was observed due to formation of an IR786-BSA
complex. For determination of the dye-BSA binding process, 20 µM of unmodified
[IR786][I] was titrated with increasing amounts of BSA, and 0.5 mg/mL of BSA was titrated
with increasing amounts of [IR786][I]. The intensity of the 785 nm peak in each spectrum
was plotted against the BSA concentration (Figure 2.8 A), or dye concentration (Figure 2.8
B). In both studies, the plots appeared to be linear. These results suggest that the [IR786][I]
has a strong interaction with BSA, and the dye-BSA complex concentration is directly
proportional to both the dye and BSA concentration.
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Figure2. 7 Spectrum of 20µM of [IR786][I] in 0.1 M PBS pH 7.0 (blue) and different
spectrum for IR786 binding to BSA in the same buffer (red). The BSA concentration in the
sample cuvette was 0.5 mg/mL and the dye concentration in both the sample and reference
cuvettes was 20µM
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Figure2. 8 Titration at λ=785 nm of BSA with IR786 in PBS, pH=7.0. The dye concentration
in the sample cuvettes was 20µM (A); the BSA dye concentration in the sample cuvettes was
0.5 mg/mL(B).

Similar studies to those described in the previous paragraph were conducted between
PEGylated dye, [PEG786][I], and BSA. A difference in absorbance was observed in
[PEG786][I] and BSA mixture compared to [PEG786][I] in PBS solution ( Figure 2.9). A
peak shift from 625 nm to 645 was ascribed to the presence of PEG786 – BSA complex.
Evaluation of the titration studies showed that the titration curve was saturated at a
concentration of 0.3 mg/mL BSA with a constant dye concentration (Figure 2.10 C). When
the BSA concentration was held constant at 0.5 mg/mL, increasing the dye concentrations
showed negligible effect on the intensity of the 645 nm peak for difference spectra (Figure
2.10 D). Therefore, [PEG786][I] interacts very weakly with BSA and binding to BSA
follows a saturation curve.
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Figure2. 9 Spectrum of 20µM of [PEG786][I] in 0.1 M PBS pH 7.0 (blue) and difference
spectrum for [PEG786][I] binding to BSA in the same buffer (red). The BSA concentration in
the sample cuvettes was 0.5 mg/mL and the dye concentration in both the sample and
reference cuvettes was 20µM
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Figure2. 10Titration at λ=645nm of BSA with [PEG786][I] in PBS, pH=7.0. The dye
concentration in the sample cuvettes was 20µM (C); the BSA dye concentration in the sample
cuvettes was 0.5 mg/mL (D)

2.3.4 In vitro Cytotoxicity Assay of PEG786 GUMBOS
Cellular toxicity of fluorescent NIR nanoparticles is a prime limitation which restricts
application to living cell imaging.38 Quantum dots are photostable fluorescent NIR
nanoparticles with high luminescent efficiency; however, these nanoparticles are not always
suitable for application in humans due to cytotoxic effects.39, 40, 41 Indocyanine green (ICG),
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in contrast, has been approved by the FDA for human use because of its low toxicity
regardless of its poor photostablity and low quantum yield in aqueous media. However,
research has demonstrated increased toxicity with an increase in ICG concentration, which
limits the application of ICG at higher concentrations.42
In vitro cytotoxicity tests using our data suggest that the cytotoxicity of PEG786
GUMBOS is similar to [IR786][I] at low concentration but significantly different from
[IR786][I] at high concentration (Figure 2.11). When the concentration is smaller than 15
µM, both PEGylated and un-PEGylated dye show low toxicity to cells, and there is no
significant difference between [IR786][I] and PEG786 GUMBOS. Further examination of
the results of the modified and unmodified dyes suggests that PEGylation significantly
reduces the cytotoxicity of [IR786][I] at high concentrations. For example, the average cell
viabilities in wells containing [PEG786][I], [PEG786][NTf2] and [PEG786][AOT] are
40.7%, 51.3% and 55.7% at concentration of 30 µM, while the average cell viability in wells
containing [IR786][I] is 8.4% at the same concentration. This phenomenon can be ascribed to
the formation of PEG786 nano- and meso-scale GUMBOS comprised of molecular selfassemblies with the hydrophobic dye skeleton facing the core of the assembly and the
hydrophilic PEG chain facing the surface at high concentrations. Thus, PEG chains appear to
protect the dye from direct contact with the cells, thereby decreasing its toxicity. This result
suggests that PEG786 GUMBOS are suitable to be employed for cellular imaging at high
concentrations.
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Figure2. 11 In vitro cytotoxicity of PEG786 GUMBOS and IR786 on Hela cells as measured
by the MTT assay. Cell viability is expressed as mean ±S.D. (n = 3).

2.4 Conclusions
We have successfully synthesized PEG modified IR786 GUMBOS by simple variations
of the associated counter anions. After modification, the new dyes showed very different
properties as compared to the unmodified dye, which appear to be a result of formation of
self-assemblies in water. A large Stokes shift of the PEG786 GUMBOS is attributed to
intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) between the pyramidal and planar conformations in the
excited states. PEG786 nano- and meso-scale GUMBOS also exhibit a reduced binding
constant with BSA and reduced cytotoxicity at higher concentration. This is likely due to
protection from PEG chains located on the surface of the nano- and meso-scale GUMBOS.
In addition to the above properties, photostability of PEG786 nano- and meso-scale
GUMBOS varies with changes in anion.

AOT and NTf2 are shown to improve the

photostablity of PEG786 nano- and meso-scale GUMBOS. We have also demonstrated that
improved photostablity of [PEG786][NTf2] nano- and mesoscale GUMBOS is a result of
irradiation induced changes in dye molecule stacking, which lead to J-aggregation. Most
importantly, the observation that PEGylation of IR786 followed by anion exchange with
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suitable anions leads to enhanced fluorescence upon irradiation and reduced cytotoxicity at
higher concentrations may provide many potential applications for biomedical imaging using
NIR fluorescence.
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CHAPTER 3 DYSPROSIUM BASED MULTIFUNCTIONAL IONIC LIQUID
CRYSTALS WITH ENHANCED LUMINESCENCE INTENSITY
3.1 Introduction
Ionic liquid crystals (ILCs) are a class of liquid-crystalline compounds that contain anions
and cations. ILCs are unique liquid crystals because they combine the properties of liquid
crystals and ionic liquids in a single compound.1 ILCs have the properties of ionic liquids, such
as low volatility, non-ﬂammability, high ionic conductivity, and large electrochemical windows,
which are different from those of organic liquid crystals. ILCs also possess properties of liquid
crystals, such as ordered molecular arrangement making ILCs highly structured solvents. Due to
their unique properties, ILCs are often used as electrolytes for fuel cells

2, 3

and solar cells,4

templating agents for synthesis of inorganic nanostructures,5 and as organized reaction media.1
In the last few decades, ILCs that incorporate functional groups in either the anion or the
cation have received intense attention.6, 7, 8, 9, 10 Chirality is an important factor in functional ILC
design. Much efforts have been concentrated on developing asymmetric synthesis and catalysis
using chiral ionic liquids as solvent, and preliminary results have shown that chiral ionic liquids
are promising reaction media for chiral discrimination.
ionic liquids show thermotropic

11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18

Furthermore, if chiral

mesophases, they have the potential to offer increased

selectivity by ordering of reactants. In addition, highly structured mesophases could be used for
synthesis of mesoporous materials and ordered thin films.19
Metal-containing ILCs have been widely explored as multifunctional materials due to the
combination of the mesomorphic behavior and unique properties of metal ions such as redoxactivity, magnetism, and luminescence.6 The combination of luminescence of metal ions and
anisotropy of ILCs can produce polarized light. By taking advantage of the high magnetic
anisotropy of the lanthanide ions in ILCs, alignment of the mesophase in an external magnetic
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field can be achieved. Such compounds have the potential for use in electric and magnetic
switchable devices.6
To the best of our knowledge, multifunctional ILCs that possess chirality, luminescence,
paramagnetism as well as mesophase have not yet been reported. (1R, 2S) (-)-Methylephedrine
((-)MeEph) is a natural chiral resource which is used as a starting material for synthesis of ILCs.
In this study, (-)MeEph based multi-functional ionic liquid crystals (MFILCs) which consist of
chiral cations and lanthanide metal-containing anions were synthesized and characterized. Their
thermal and photophysical properties were also investigated in regards to their potential
applications. The properties investigated in this study suggest possible usage of these materials
as organized reaction media and temperature sensors.
3. 2 Experimental Methods
3.2.1 Materials
(1R, 2S) (-)-N-Methylephedrine, (1S, 2R) (+)-N-Methylephedrine, 1-bromotetradecane, 1bromohexadecane, 1-bromooctadecane, potassium thiocyanate, dysprosium(III) oxide, and
perchloric acid (70%) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA) and
used without further puriﬁcation. Ethanol, methanol, acetonitrile, chloroform, and carbon
tetrachloride were of anhydrous grade (Sigma-Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI), and all other solvents
such as acetone, hexane, and water were of HPLC grade (J. T. Baker, Phillipsburg, NJ).
3.2.2 Synthesis of Multifunctional Ionic Liquids
A facile three-step synthesis procedure was used to prepare the (-)-N-Methylephedrinelanthanide based MFILCs. In the first step, (1R, 2S) (-)-N-Methylephedrine ((-)MeEph) (1500
mg, 8.37 mmol) was dissolved in dry ethanol. A 1.1 molar equivalent of 1-bromotetradecane or
1-bromohexadecane or 1-bromooctadecane was dissolved separately in dry ethanol. The two
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solutions were mixed and the reaction mixture was refluxed for 2 days at 90°C under argon
atmosphere. After cooling to room temperature, most of the solvent was removed by use of a
rotary evaporator. Upon addition of the concentrated ethanol solution to cold diethyl ether, the
product [(–)MeEphCnH2n+1][Br] (n=14, 16, 18) precipitated as a white powder. The product was
filtered and washed two times using diethyl ether, and then dried under vacuum.
In the second step, three methylephedrin-dysprosium compounds were synthesized according
to the procedure previously described.20 [(–)MeEphCnH2n+1][Br] (n=14, 16, 18) and 2 molar
equivalents of potassium thiocyanate (KSCN) was dissolved in dry acetonitrile, separately. The
two solutions were then mixed and the reaction mixture stirred for 2 days. KBr, the reaction byproduct, formed as a white precipitate and was removed by filtration. Acetonitrile was removed
by use of a rotary evaporator. To further purify the compounds produced, the resulting solid was
re-dissolved in 30 mL of cold dichloromethane (DCM), and the solution was kept in a
refrigerator for 24 hours in order to precipitate the excess KSCN. After filtration of the excess
KSCN, the solvent was evaporated and the product, [(–)MeEphCnH2n+1] [SCN] (n=14, 16, 18),
was dried under vacuum for 48 hours.
In the third step, Dy(ClO4)36H2O was prepared by dissolving Dy2O3 in a 70% HClO4
aqueous solution,

with subsequent removal of water by lyophilization. A mixture of [(–

)MeEphCnH2n+1] [SCN] (n=14, 16, 18) (5 equiv.), KSCN (3 equiv.), and Dy(ClO4)3.6H2O (1
equiv.) was stirred in anhydrous ethanol at room temperature for 24 hours. The by-product
(KClO4) was removed by filtration and the final products, [(–)MeEphCnH2n+1]5[Dy(SCN)8]
(n=14, 16, 18), were purified and collected employing the method described above.
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3.2.3 Instruments and Methods
1

H NMR (400 MHz) and13C NMR (100 MHz) spectra were acquired by use of a Bruker

Avance 400 NMR spectrometer. The 1H and 13C chemical shifts are given in parts per million (δ)
with TMS as an internal standard. Mass spectra were collected on Agilent 6210 Electrospray
Time-of-flight Mass Spectrometer by use of both positive and negative ion mode.
Luminescence spectra were recorded at temperatures ranging from 25 - 100 ℃ using a Spex
Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorometer (model FL3-22TAU3; Jobin Yvon, Edison, NJ, USA) equipped
with a 450-W xenon lamp and R928P photomultiplier tube (PMT) emission detector. CD
measurements were obtained by analyzing 1 mM methanolic solutions at room temperature in 4mm quartz cuvettes on a Jasco-815 CD spectrometer.
Magnetic properties were measured using approximately 80 to100 mg of sample in a
Quantum Design Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) magnetometer (San
Diego, CA, USA) at temperatures between 2 and 300 K and ﬁelds between −70 000 and 70 000
Oe.
Thermal properties of MFILCs were investigated with a DSC Q 100 differential calorimeter
(TA Instruments, USA) by cooling 5–10 mg of MFILCs to -20 ℃ and subsequently heating it at
a rate of 5℃ per min to 150℃. Polarized optical microscopy (POM) was performed using an
Olympus BH polarizing optical microscope with a hot stage and MD 1900 camera. Samples for
POM were prepared by re-dissolving the MFILCs in DCM and ethanol, and coating the solution
on the surface of glass slides using spin coating. The images were taken at temperatures ranging
from room temperature to 100℃. The samples were incubated for 30 minutes to allow the
mesophase to equilibrate before taking images.
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3.3 Results and Discussion
3. 3.1 Synthesis of Multi-functional Ionic Liquid Crystals
(1R, 2S) (-)-Methylephedrine ((-)MeEph) were alkylated with n-alkylbromides containing
14, 16, and 18 carbons to afford chiral cations. The multi-functional ionic liquid crystals
(MFILCs) were obtained by two anion exchange reactions with the (-)MeEph based salts. In the
first anion exchange, SCN- was used to replace Br-. A second anion exchange resulted in a
dysprosium-thiocyanate complex anion. The synthesis of the MFILCs is outlined in Scheme 3.1.

Scheme3. 1 Synthesis of multi-functional ionic liquid crystal

[(-)MeEph C14H29]5 [Dy(SCN)8]: pale brown viscous semi-solid. Yield, 79% (400 MHz,
DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 0.94(m, 6H), 1.36 (m, 24H), 2.17 (m, 6H), 2.98(m, 1H), 6.05(m, 1H),
7.28(t,5H), Calculated: m/z = 376.64, Found: m/z = 376.36
[(-)MeEph C16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8]: pale brown solid . Yield, 77% (400 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ
(ppm): 0.93(m, 6H), 1.34 (m, 28H), 2.16 (m, 6H), 2.97(m, 1H), 3.28(m,1H), 6.05(m, 1H),
7.28(t,5H), Calculated: m/z = 404.69, Found: m/z = 404.39
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[(-)MeEph C18H37]5[Dy(SCN)8]: pale brown solid . Yield, 82% (400 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ
(ppm): 0.85(t, 3H), 1.10(d, 3H) 1.22(m, 32H), 2.07 (m, 1H), 3.18(m, 6H), 3.30(t, 1H), 5.43(d,
1H), 6.00(d, 1H), 7.28(t, 5H) , Calculated: m/z = 432.74, Found: m/z = 432.42
3.3.2 Chiroptical Activity of Multi-functional Ionic Liquid Crystals
Ephedrine has two chiral centers which give rise to four stereoisomers. The enantiomers
with opposite stereochemistry around the chiral centers (1R, 2S-(-) and 1S, 2R-(+)) are named
ephedrine, while the enantiomers with the same stereochemistry around the chiral carbons (1R,
2R and 1S, 2S) are designated pseudoephedrine. In this study, only (1R, 2S) (-)-ephedrine was
used for further structural modification to produce MILCs. To investigate the chiroptical
activities of the MFILCs, circular dichroism (CD) studies were performed with [(-)MeEph
C16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8] and [(+)MeEph C16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8] in ethanol. [(+)MeEph C16H33]5
[Dy(SCN)8] was synthesized using the same procedure as the preparation of [(-)MeEph C16H33]5
[Dy(SCN)8] using (1S, 2R)-(+)Methylephedrine as a starting material. The comparison of CD
spectra of [(-)MeEph C16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8] and [(+)MeEph C16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8] is shown in
Figure 3.1. Three bands of at 255 nm, 261 nm and 267 nm were observed for both compounds,
while [(-)MeEph C16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8]

shows positive signal and [(+)MeEph C16H33]5

[Dy(SCN)8] shows negative signal. The two isomers exhibit a precise mirror image relationship.
The results demonstrate that MFILCs retain chiroptical properties after structural modification.
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Figure3. 1 Circular dichroism spectra of [(-)MeEph C16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8] (black) and [(+)MeEph
C16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8] (red) in ethanol at concentration of 1mM

3.3.3 Luminescence Spectroscopy of Multi-functional Ionic Liquid Crystals
The emission spectra of MFILCs were recorded at excitation wavelength of 366 nm in both
solid state and in acetonitrile. The solid samples were prepared by spin coating of MFILCs in
ethanol onto glass slides and then allowing them to dry under vacuum, overnight. Trivalent
dysprosium, Dy3+ with a 4f 9 electron configuration, has been found to be luminescent due to the
transitions from 4F9/2 to 6H15/2 in blue light and from 4F9/2 to 6H13/2 in the yellow-orange region.21
As shown in Figure 3.2, the two characteristic emissions of the three compounds were observed
both in solution and in solid state. The intensity and relative intensities of these two emission
peaks, however, are quite different in solution and in solid state. This indicates that the
transitions are hypersensitive to the environment. The emission intensity orders of MFILCs
acetonitrile solutions were [(-)MeEph C14H29]5 [Dy(SCN)8] > [(-)MeEph C16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8] >
[(-)MeEph C18H37]5 [Dy(SCN)8], whereas the emission intensity of MFILCs films showed a
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reverse order. The transition 4F9/2 to 6H13/2 at 573 nm is the most intense peak for all compounds
in acetonitrile, agreeing with previous studies.20 It is well known that the 4f-4f transitions are
parity forbidden. The excitation of Dy (III) at 366 nm is due to the existence of (-)MeEph based
cation which serves as an antenna to allow energy transfer to Dy3+.20 The forbidden 4f-4f
transitions also result in long-lived excited states and subsequently reduce photobleaching.
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Figure3. 2 Emission spectra with transition assignments of [(-)MeEph C14H29]5 [Dy(SCN)8] (red),
[(-)MeEph C16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8](blue) and [(-)MeEph C18H37]5 [Dy(SCN)8](black) at acetonitrile
solution a) and at solid states b)under excitation at λex=366 nm

3.3.4 Paramagnetic Properties of Multi-functional Ionic Liquid Crystals
In addition to its luminescence arising from 4f9 electron configuration, the Dy3+ ion is also
magnetically active. As a result, the MFILCs exhibited paramagnetic behavior at room
temperature. Their magnetic susceptibilities were measured by use of a superconducting
quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer. The magnetic properties of [(-)MeEph
C16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8] is summarized in Figure 3.3. The decrease in static molar magnetic
susceptibility with increasing temperature in the plot of χmol against temperature (K) indicates
that [(-)MeEph C16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8] is paramagnetic (Figure 3.3 a). The respective molar
magnetic susceptibilities of [(-)MeEph C16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8]
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and [(-)MeEph C18H37]5

[Dy(SCN)8] at 300 K were obtained as χmol = 0.046 and 0.044 emu mol-1, which fit well with the
expected value for Dy3+. The effective magnetic moment (μeff) for Dy3+ has been calculated as
10.48 μB. The measured respective μeff values of [(-)MeEph C16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8] and [()MeEph C18H37]5 [Dy(SCN)8] were 10.5 and 10.3 μB, respectively, which are very close to the
calculated values. Due to the large anisotropic magnetic moment of Dy3+in ionic liquid crystals,
the MFILCs can be manipulated in an external magnetic field. Therefore, the MFILCs are
expected to align in the direction of the applied external magnetic field.
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Figure3. 3 Magnetic properties of [(-)MeEph C16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8]. Temperature dependence of
the static molar susceptibility (a) and reciprocal molar susceptibility (b) at a field of 10,000 Oe.
Temperature dependence of the product of the temperature and the static molar susceptibility (c)
and the effective magnetic moment (d) at a field of 10,000 Oe.
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3.3.5 Thermal properties of Multi-functional Ionic Liquid Crystals
The thermal properties of all the compounds were examined using differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) and polarizing optical microscopy (POM).

DCM and ethanol were

independently used for re-dissolving MFILCs, and then the sample solutions were dried in a
vacuum desiccator prior to analysis (for convenience, we called these samples DCM sample or
ethanol sample). It was observed that the MFILCs show different thermal properties upon
recrystallization from different solvents. The thermal properties of [(-)MeEph C14H29]5
[Dy(SCN)8] will not be discussed since it did not exhibit a mesophase upon heating due to its
short alkyl chain.

DSC thermograms of [(-)MeEph C18H37]5 [Dy(SCN)8] and [(-)MeEph

C16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8] are shown in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5. Only the first heating traces are
displayed since the phase transition could not be detected by DSC in the cooling trace and
second scan. For the DCM samples of both [(-)MeEph C18H37]5 [Dy(SCN)8] and [(-)MeEph
C16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8], an additional peak was observed prior to the solid-to-mesophase transition
peak. This additional peak may be due to the desolvation of trace DCM that remains in the
compounds. The [(-)MeEph C16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8] DCM sample displayed a mesophase range
from 41.9- 66.9 °C, while the ethanol sample displayed a mesophase range from 44.1- 74.9 °C.
The [(-)MeEph C18H37]5 [Dy(SCN)8] DCM sample showed a much lower crystalline solid to
liquid crystalline transition temperature than that of ethanol sample. The liquid crystalline to
isotropic liquid transition of DCM sample was observed at 85.6°C, but the phase transition of the
ethanol sample could not be detected by DSC.
POM investigation was carried out to examine the alteration of anisotropic behavior of the
compounds upon heating of [(-)MeEph C18H37]5 [Dy(SCN)8] and [(-)MeEph C16H33]5
[Dy(SCN)8]. The microscopy images of the textures are shown in figure 3.6. For both
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compounds, the ethanol samples exhibited a nematic phase while DCM samples displayed a
typical fan-shaped texture of SmA phase.

The POM investigation of [(-)MeEph C16H33]5

[Dy(SCN)8] demonstrated that the optical data agree well with DSC data. In addition to
confirming the DSC studies, POM examination also provided further information which could
not be detected by DSC. The POM investigation of [(-)MeEph C18H37]5 [Dy(SCN)8] indicated
that the liquid crystalline to isotropic liquid transition occurs at 98°C regardless of the treatment
method. Furthermore, although no thermal events were observed during the cooling and second
heating process by DSC, POM investigations observed mesophases during the second heating for
MFILCs (Figure 3.6 c, f and g).
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Figure 3.4 DSC traces observed on heating of [(-)Eph C16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8] DCM sample (in
blue) and ethanol sample (in black), (closed aluminum pan, heating rate 5 °C/min, S-LC: solid to
liquid crystalline transition, LC-I: liquid crystalline to isotropic liquid transition)
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Figure 3. 5 DSC traces observed on heating of [(-)Eph C18H37]5 [Dy(SCN)8] DCM sample (in
blue) and ethanol sample(in black), (closed aluminum pan, heating rate 5°C/min, S-LC: solid to
liquid crystalline transition, LC-I: liquid crystalline to isotropic liquid transition)

3.3.6 Phase Dependent Luminescence Intensity of Multi-functional Ionic Liquid Crystals
To investigate the influence of the phase transitions on luminescence, the emission spectra
of transitions from 4F9/2 to 6H15/2 and from 4F9/2 to 6H13/2 were recorded over a temperature range
from 20℃ to 100℃. Figure 3.7 shows the changes in 4F9/2 to 6H15/2 emission intensities of [()EphC16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8] and [(-)EphC18H37]5[Dy(SCN)8] as a function of temperature. Based on

the DSC studies and optical data, the temperature-dependent luminescence intensity changes
were divided into three regions: the solid crystalline state, the liquid crystalline state, and the
isotropic liquid state. All samples exhibited enhanced luminescence intensity in liquid crystal
state except for [(-)EphC16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8] on second heating. It must be noted that [()EphC16H33]5 [Dy(SCN) 8] and [(-)EphC18H37]5[Dy(SCN)8] DCM samples showed a sharp
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Figure3. 6 Micrographs of the textures observed by POM (200X magnification). Textures of [()EphC16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8] ethanol sample at 70 ℃ (a) and DCM sample (right)at 60 ℃ (b),
second heating at 75 ℃ (c); [(-)EphC18H37]5 [Dy(SCN)8] ethanol sample at 95 ℃ (d) and DCM
sample (right) at 85 ℃ (e), second heating at 70 ℃ (f)and second heating at 90 ℃ (g).
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Figure3. 7 Temperature-dependent luminescence intensity from 4F9/2 to 6H15/2 transition (blue
light emission, excitation at 366 nm) of [(-)EphC16H33]5 [Dy(SCN)8] ethanol sample (a); DCM
sample (b); second heating (c); as well as of [(-)EphC18H37]5[Dy(SCN)8] ethanol sample (d);
DCM sample (e) and second heating (f).
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decrease in luminescence intensity in both the solid state with increasing temperature, due to the
desolvation of trace DCM remaining in sample, as discussed before. In the liquid crystal state,
the luminescence intensity displayed a linear increase with increasing temperature until a full
liquid crystal state was achieved. Interestingly, [(-)EphC18H37]5[Dy(SCN)8] exhibited two
luminescence intensity increases at liquid crystal state during the second heating. This was
because the sample first formed fan-shaped SmA phase and then formed nematic phase with
increasing temperature. As the temperature increased, a dramatic decrease in luminescence
intensity was observed at the liquid crystalline to isotropic liquid transition. Typically, the
MFILCs in isotropic liquid state are non-fluorescent; this may be due to the hinderance of energy
transfer due to the increased distance between the cations and the anions in liquid state. We
believe that these MFILCs are potential candidates to be used in the construction of sensitive
chemosensors or optoelectronic devices because of their specific linear response range with
temperature and dramatically enhanced luminescence intensity at the liquid crystal state.
3.4 Conclusion
We have synthesized and characterized a group of novel MFILCs, which incorporated
luminescence, chirality, paramagnetism, and mesophase in a single ion pair. The MFILCs retain
the chirality of the starting material and may be used as reaction media for synthesis of
chiroptically active compounds in combination with liquid crystalline and magnetic properties.
The compounds show a structure and solvent dependent liquid crystalline mesophases below
100℃, and in turn show phase dependent luminescence intensity. A longer alkyl chain leads to
an easier formation of the mesophase texture but reduces the mesophase window. Using DCM
for recrystallization of the compounds results in SmA mesophase and the use of ethanol induces
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nematic mesophases. Both compounds exhibit enhanced luminescence intensity at the liquid
crystalline state and dramatically decreased luminescence in the isotropic liquid state. Based on
their unique properties, these compounds have the potential to be used in optical devices.
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CHAPTER 4 THEORETICAL STUDIES OF THE STRUCTRURAL, ELECTRONIC,
AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF CARBAZOLE-IMIDAZOLIUM BASED GUMBOS
4.1 Introduction
Ionic liquids (ILs) have been studied intensely in various fields and continue to gain the
interest of researchers for the last two decades due to their unique and beneficial properties.
4

1, 2, 3,

One of the most attractive properties of ILs is their tunability. There is a tremendous amount of

cations and anions, possessing a wide variety of properties that can be combined to form ILs
with novel functions.5,

6, 7, 8

In recent years, our group has introduced an improved class of

materials termed GUMBOS (Group of Uniform Material Based on Organic Salts).9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16

GUMBOS are solid organic salts exhibiting a much broader range of the melting points

(25–250 oC) compared to traditional ILs. In addition to retaining the interesting properties of ILs
such as tunability, high thermal stability, and non-flammability, GUMBOS have also been
reported to have multifaceted applications in biomedical imaging,17 photovoltaics,15
chemotherapy,18 and antimicrobial agents.9 GUMBOS are of great interest to researchers because
many organic molecules can be modified to possess a positive charge (cation) and undergo anion
exchange to form GUMBOS. The modification of organic molecules can be achieved by
quaternization or covalent linking to positively charged molecules, such as imidazolium,
pyrrolidinium.
Carbazole is a π-conjugated heterocyclic compound, which has two benzene rings fused on
either side of a five-membered nitrogen-containing ring. The existence of the nitrogen atom as an
electron donor in the five-membered ring makes the 2-, 3-, 6-, 7-, and 9-H positions reactive sites,
for further chemical modification.19, 20, 21 Many carbazole derivatives with different structures
and substituents have been widely exploited for their electronic and optical properties and they
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can be used in optoelectronic devices.22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 Carbazole derivatives are suitable for
these applications because of their semi-conductive nature, hole transporting ability, excellent
photophysical properties, and high thermal stability. Research has demonstrated that carbazole
based compounds with electron donor-π-acceptor (D-A) structures have a large electron
delocalization length and allow internal charge transfer (ICT) from an electron-rich moiety to an
electron deficient unit.29, 30, 31 For many years, ICT between a donor and an acceptor has been
used to obtain low band conjugated compounds.19,

20, 32

Based on the ICT principle, many

carbazole based derivatives with extended conjugation systems, as well as polymers, were
synthesized as efficient emitting materials for OLED applications and as solar spectrum
harvester for organic solar cells.22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 Most of the reported carbazole derivatives that
have been reported in literature were long conjugated polymers, which led to an increased cost,
as a result of the tedious and low-yield synthesis procedures. The studies of carbazole-based
small molecules for OLEDs applications in literature are lacking. Previously, a small carbazole
based conjugated organic molecule was reported by Tang and VanSlyke33 for OLEDs. This work
showed that small organic compounds can also be efficiently used as optoelectronic materials.
Furthermore, research has demonstrated that significant improvement in OLED efficiency can be
achieved by employing imidazolium ionic liquids.34 Due to the significant contribution of
imidazolium ionic liquids to optoelectronics and practicality of small organic for optoelectronics
studies, a type of new compounds which were based on carbazole and imidazolium have been
developed.35
Although carbazole cationic compounds have already been synthesized and experimentally
characterized,36, 37 their applications in OLEDs are limited. Recently, our group has synthesized
four carbazole-imidazolium based GUMBOS and studied their electronic and optical
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properties.35 The studies found that these GUMBOS can potentially be used as emitters for
OLEDs. Since the investigation of carbazole-based GUMBOS for applications in OLEDs is just
unfolding, conducting theoretical studies of these GUMBOS is beneficial to provide structureproperty relationship information for future design of carbazole-based GUMBOS for specific
applications.
The major aim of this study was to combine the theoretical and experimental studies to
provide a new strategy to develop low-cost and highly efficient fluorescent materials. The
synthesis of carbazole-based GUMBOS is inexpensive, since carbazole-based GUMBOS are
small molecules, and are easy to be prepared through a straightforward one-step synthesis
procedure, followed by anion exchange. The computer aided design and selection of new dyes
will help to save time and expense of materials in laboratory. Theoretical studies are able to
provide insights into the dye properties, and predict the optical as well as electronic properties.
Thus theoretical calculations are an alternative tool for molecular design, and can be used to
guide synthesis of highly efficient dyes.
In this article, we performed theoretical calculations on our recently reported carbazoleimidazolium ([CI]+) based GUMBOS by using density function theory (DFT) and time
dependent DFT (TD-DFT) methods. The structures of the studied GUMBOS are outlined in
figure 4.1. We discuss, in particular, the geometries of the GUMBOS at the ground state and the
effects of anions on the modulation of the frontier molecular orbitals (MOs), ionization potential
(IP) energies, electron affinity (EA) energies, and reorganization energies. In addition, we report
the simulated absorption spectra in gas phase and in solution. To evaluate the calculation
accuracy, the experimental data of GUMBOS were compared with the theoretical results.
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Figure4. 1 Structures of the studied GUMBOS
4.2 Computational Methods
The ground-state geometries as well as the ionic structures of four carbazole-imidazolium
based GUMBOS were optimized at B3LYP level with the 6-31+G(d,p) or DGDZVP basis set.
B3LYP is the most commonly used density function theory (DFT); DGDZVP is the basis set for
iodide containing GUMBOS and 6-31+G (d,p) basis set for the other three GUMBOS. The
vibrational frequencies and the frontier molecular orbitals were analysed on the optimized
structures at the same level. The ionization potentials, electron affinities, reorganizations as well
as the HOMO-LUMO gaps of these GUMBOS were calculated using the DFT method based on
the optimized geometries. The absorption spectra were carried out using the TD-DFT method
based on the optimized ground state structures. Solvent effects were also taken into account by
using the polarized continuum model (PCM). All calculations were performed using the
advanced computer facilities of high performance computing at Louisiana State University
(LSU) with Gaussian 09 program package.
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4.3. Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Geometries and Electrostatic Potential Surface of Isolated Ions of GUMBOS
Inorganic salts often show high melting points because of existence of ionic bonding between
cations and anions; ionic liquids (ILs) or low melting point organic salt ion pairs have been
considered to form H-bonding instead of ionic bonds.38,

39

Research has found electrostatic

potential surfaces (ESP) are an effective tool for analysing and predicting non-covalent
interaction between cations and anions.40 The structures of the isolated cation and anions of
carbazole-imidazolium based GUMBOS as well as ESP properties have been calculated to
qualitatively predict the H-bonding interaction within the ion pairs.
The optimized geometry of [CI]+ is shown in Figure 4.2. The cation showed a distorted
conformation with two planar segments, which are the imidazolium and carbazole rings. The
dihedral angles C11-C6-N1-C2 and C11-C6-N1-C5 of two planar moieties were 52.55 and 126.78. Figure 4.3 shows the electrostatic potential surface maps of cation and anions. As shown
in figure 4.3, the highest positively charged region was located around the imidazolium ring,
including the C22-H, C21-H, C23-H and side methyl group. Among these high positively
charged groups, C22-H had the highest positive charge and is considered to form an H-bond with
the anion.
The negative regions of the anions are usually located on the electronegative atoms, such as
N and O. The highest negatively charged region of [OTf]- was on the three O atoms and the three
O atoms were equally negative charged. The highest negatively charged region of [BETI]- was
around O and central N atoms and the O and N atoms possessed similar negative charges. The
highest negatively charged region of [NTf2]- was on the central nitrogen atom. Theoretically, Hbonding interaction between the cation and anion occurs at the more positively charged regions
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and more negatively charged regions, respectively. It was concluded that the possible H-bond
conformations within the GUMBOS ion pairs are I…H-C2 for [CI][I], O…H-C2 for [CI][OTf],
O…H-C2 and/or N…H-C2 for [CI][BETI], and N…H-C2 for [CI][NTf2], respectively.

Figure4. 2 Optimized geometry of isolated cation [CI]+
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Figure4. 3 Electrostatic potential surfaces of the isolated cation and anions (red and blue indicate
regions more negative and positive charged, respectively)

4.3.2 The Optimized Ground State Geometries of the GUMBOS
The optimized geometries of four GUMBOS are shown in Figure 4.4 and the selected
geometry parameters are summarized in Table 4.1. As expected, all the anions were located
around the imidazolium ring, where atoms are more negatively charged close to the hydrogen
atoms attached to imidazolium ring. Theoretical calculations indicated that there were more than
one H-bonds formed between the anions and cation. Here we focus on the H-bonding interaction
between C2-H and more negatively charged atoms of anions. The most stable conformation of
[CI][BETI] ion pair showed an O…H-C2 H-bond rather than a N…H-C2 H-bond, and the rest of
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Figure4. 4 Optimized geometries of carbazole-imidazoulium based GUMBOS
Table4. 1 Selected important bond length (Å), bond angle (θ, deg) and dihedral angle (D, deg) of
four GUMBOS ion pairs in gas phase
[CI]+
[CI][I]
[CI][OTf]
[CI][NTf2]
[CI][BETI]
R(N1-C2)

1.341

1.347

1.343

1.346

1.344

R(C2-N3)

1.341

1.342

1.338

1.340

1.341

r(X…H)

-

2.764

2.042

2.07

2.172

Θ(X…H-C2)

-

118.46

142.78

161.54

137.36

D(C2-N1-C6-C11)

52.55

42.28

45.06

45.0

39.47

D(X…H-C2-N3)

-

70.44

25.64

32.26

17.26
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GUMBOS ion pairs showed predicted H-bonds in agreement with our previous studies. The
order of the H-bond length was found to be [CI][I]( I…H-C2, 2.764 Å) > [CI][NTf2]( N…H-C2,
2.07 Å) > [CI][OTf]( O…H-C2, 2.042 Å), which followed the trend of electronegativity (I=2.5,
N=3.0, O=3.5). Although [CI][BETI] formed an O…H-C2 H-bond, its H-bond length was longer
than that of [CI][NTf2] but shorter than that of [CI][I]. This moderate H-bond length of
[CI][BETI] was due to the collaboration of electronegativity of oxygen atom and the steric
hindrance caused by the additional terminal methyl groups of the [BETI]-. It is noticeable that
I…H-C2 H-bond showed a much longer length than that of N…H-C2 and O…H-C2; this was due
to the large size of iodide ion. The size of the atoms involved in the formation of H-bonds also
plays an important role in determining position of the atoms. Atoms with a large size tend to be
above the imidazolium ring. The dihedral angle of X…H-C2-N3 showed that iodide ion in [CI][I]
was far out of the imidazolium ring plane whereas the H-bonding atoms in the other three
GUMBOS were nearly in the plane.
4.3.3 Frontier Molecular Orbitals of GUMBOS in the Ground States
Theoretical studies of frontier molecular orbitals and the energy gap between the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO) play a
significant role in prediction of the photovoltaic properties of the compound.41 The electron
density contours of the HOMO and LUMO have been plotted using Gaussview and Molden as
shown in Figure 4.5. The band gaps between the HOMO and LUMO were obtainedfrom the
density function theory (DFT) and time-dependent TDF calculations. The experimental band gap
is the lowest transition energy from ground state to the first excited states obtained from the UVvis absorption spectra. The calculated and experimental energy and energy gaps are listed in
Table 4. 2.
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As shown in Figure 4.5, the electron densities of the HOMO of [CI][OTf], [CI][NTf2],
[CI][BETI] were localized on the carbazole ring, whereas the locations of electron densities of
the LUMO were varied with anions. The electron density of the LUMO of [CI][OTf] was largely
localized on the carbazole ring, while the LUMO electron cloud of [CI][BETI] was mainly
localized on imidazolium ring. For [CI][NTf2], the LUMO electron density was almost equally
distributed on both the carbazole and imidazolium rings as well as the bridge. One of the
important features of carbazole derivatives is intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) from an
electron rich unit to an electron deficient unit.

29, 30, 31

For our GUMOBS, the carbazole ring is

the electron donating moiety and imidazolium ring is the electron accepting part. The electron
transition from the HOMO localized electron donor (carbazole ring) to LUMO localized on
electron acceptor (imidazolium ring) is more likely to lead to intramolecular charge transfer. We
can conclude that the possibility of observing ICT occurring between HOMO to HOMO
transition from high to low is as follows: [CI][BETI] > [CI][NTf2] > [CI][OTf]. The HOMO of
[CI][I] is the non-bonding orbital and the electron cloud was localized on iodide ion due to the
presence of lone pair electrons, while the electron density of LUMO was mainly localized on the
carbazole ring and shows an anti-bonding nature.
As shown in table 4.2, the calculated energies of the HOMOs of [CI][OTf], [CI][NTf2],
[CI][BETI] were -6.14, -6.22 and -6.11 eV, respectively. Since these HOMOs were all localized
on the carbazole ring, the differences of the HOMOs were small. The HOMO energy of [CI][I] is
about -4.64 eV, which was much higher than those of other three GUMBOS. This is because the
HOMO of [CI][I] is a non-bonding orbital, which usually has higher energy than a bonding
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Figure4. 5 Calculated HOMOs and LUMOs structures of GUMBOS in the ground states
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orbital. The energy of the LUMOs varied with the electron cloud position change, as a result, the
LUMO’s energy decreases with more electron density on imidazolium ring. The band gaps
between the HOMO and LUMO were obtained by DFT and TDDFT. The results are compared
to the experimental data as shown in Table 4.2. The band gaps predicted by the TDDFT method
are very close to the experimental results, while the DFT calculations overestimated the HOMOLUMO band gaps.
Table4.2 HOMO and LUMO energy levels, and band gaps of GUMBOS (in eV) obtained by
DFT / TDDFT and experimental
HOMO(DFT) LUMO(DFT)
Ega
ΔEH-L(DFT) Eg (TD)
[CI][I]

-4.64

-1.68

2.96

2.43

3.42

[CI][OTf]

-6.14

-1.74

4.40

3.78

3.41

[CI][NTf2]

-6.22

-1.89

4.33

3.74

3.39

[CI][BETI]

-6.13

-2.03

4.10

3.59

3.42

Ega Band gap is calculated by using onset wavelength
4.3.4 Charge Injection and Transport Properties of GUMBOS in the Ground States.
Charge injection and transportation ability of both holes and electrons are crucial parameters
to obtain highly efficient OLEDs. Ionization potentials (IP) and electron affinities (EA) are used
to evaluate the energy barriers for the holes and electrons injections. IP is the energy barrier of
hole ejection, which can be calculated by taking the energy difference between the

neutral

molecule and molecule that lose one electron. The calculation procedure is illustrated in figure
4.5. IPv is the vertical IP energy obtained by the difference of the energies of both the neutral
molecule and the cation at the optimal ground state geometry, whereas the IPa is the adiabatic
ionization energy, which was calculated by the energy difference between the neutral molecule
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and cation at their optimized geometries. Similarly, we calculated the electron affinity (EV)
energy, which was calculated using neutral molecules and molecules that obtain one electron.
The first IP and EV of GUMBOS are summarized in Table 5.3. Normally, the lower values of IP
lead to easier injection of hole to hole-transporting layers (HTL); and the higher EV values of the
electron-transporting layers (ETL), the easier the entrance of an electron from the cathode to the
ETL. Similar to the HOMO and LUMO energies, the IP of [CI][OTf], [CI][NTf 2], [CI][BETI]
were at the same energy level, while the EVs of four GUMBOS increased from 0.76 eV to 1.199
eV. This indicated that the anions of the GUMBOS played a role in the determination of the
electron injection ability.
The charge mobility (electron and hole) for organic emitting layer materials is estimated by
incoherent hoping model,42 in which the charge transport rate is given by:

=

√

where T is the temperature, h is Planck’s constant, kB is Boltzmann’s constants, t is the electronic
transfer integral between the donor and acceptor molecules, and λ is the reorganization energy
for hole or electron transfer between both molecules. Therefore the charge transport rate is
determined by t and λ, and a small λ is favourable for obtaining a higher charge transport rate.
As shown in Figure 5.6, the λhole is the sum of λ+ and λ0 :
λhole =λ++λ0
= [E+(M)-E+(M+)]+[E(M+)-E(M)]
=[E+(M)-E(M)]+[E+(M+)-E(M+)]
Similarly, the λelectron is given by:
λelectron =λ-+λ0
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= [E-(M)-E-(M-)]+[E(M-)-E(M)]
=[E (M-)-E- (M-)]+[E (M)-E- (M)]

Figure4.6 Ionization potential (IP) and reorganization energy for hole transport
The calculated reorganization energies for both electron or hole transport are listed in Table
4.3. All of the GUMBOS showed lower λhole values than λelectron. This result demonstrated that
the GUMBOS favour hole transport over electron transport. Considering [CI][OTf], [CI][NTf2],
[CI][BETI] have much lower λhole values than that of [CI][I], these three GUMBOS can
potentially be used for hole transportation applications.
Table4.3 Ionization potentials (IP), electron afﬁnities (EA) and reorganization energies of
GUMBOS obtained by DFT/6-31+G(d,p) or DGDZVP
IPv
IPa
λhole
EAv
EAa
λele
[CI][I]

6.630

6.410

0.862

0.360

0.760

1.252

[CI][OTf]

7.460

7.361

0.356

0.468

0.883

1.163

[CI][NTf2]

7.591

7.332

0.389

0.619

1.150

1.383

[CI][BETI]

7.480

7.342

0.268

0.685

1.199

1.355

The sufﬁxes (v) and (a) respectively indicate vertical and adiabatic values
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4.3.5 Optical Properties
The spectra shown in Figure 4.7 are the observed UV-Vis absorption spectra of [CI][OTf],
[CI][NTf2], [CI][BETI] recorded in tetrahydrofuran (THF). The spectrum of [CI][BETI]
exhibited high intensity peaks at 238 nm and 275 nm as well as at lower intensity, at 335 and 351
nm. Our previous study has assigned the peaks at 335 and 275 nm to singlet-singlet electronic
transitions from the ground state (S0) to the first excited state (S1) and second excited state (S2),
respectively.35 The lower energy electronic transition that occurred at 335 nm is attributed to the
S0 to S1 transition. The peak at 335 nm was difficult to observe in [CI][OTf] and [CI][NTf2]
solutions due to the weak absorption. The orders of the peak intensity at 335 nm of GUMBOS
are [CI][OTf]<[CI][NTf2]<[CI][BETI]. This observation confirms the calculated HOMO and
LUMO configuration.
In order to investigate in detail the nature of electronic transitions, the absorption and
emission spectra of GUMBOS were calculated using TDDFT methods in both gas phase and in
solvent. The calculated results are displayed in Tables 4. 4 to 4.6 and are compared to the
experimental data. Table 4.4 lists the vertical electronic transition energies of S0 to S1 and S0 to
S2 as well as their oscillator strengths, configuration of orbitals, and experimental results. As
shown in Table 4.4, all the transitions, except for S0 to S1 transition of [CI][I], are π to π*
transitions and agree well with experimental data. The S0 to S1 transition of [CI][I] was a nonbonding to anti-bonding transition and was prohibited with a very low oscillator of 0.0008. Thus,
we did not observe the absorption peak at 510 nm calculated by TDDFT.
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Figure4. 7 Absorption spectra of [CI][OTf], [CI][NTf2], [CI][BETI] in THF
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Table4. 4 The most representative calculated wavelength and transitions of GUMBOS
E(eV)
λ (nm)
Exp (nm) f
Main Transition Configuration
[CI][I]

[CI][OTf]

[CI][NTf2]

[CI][BETI]

2.43

510

-

0.0008

HOMO

LUMO

4.42

281

275

0.437

HOMO-4

3.78

328

335

0.023

HOMO

4.34

290

275

0.327

HOMO-1

3.74

331

336

0.0306

HOMO

LUMO

4.60

270

275

0.1737

HOMO

LUMO+2

3.59

345

336

0.0891

HOMO

LUMO

4.43

280

275

0.2791

HOMO-1

LUMO
LUMO
LUMO

LUMO+1

The oscillator strengths of transitions also confirm the experimental results. The oscillator
strengths of S0 to S1 transitions of GUMBOS were much lower than those of S0 to S2 transitions,
which led to low absorption intensity at 335 nm and high absorption intensity at 275 nm.
Furthermore, the oscillator strength trend of S0 to S1 transitions also reflected the peak intensity
trend of GUMBOS at 335 nm, which was [CI][OTf]< [CI][NTf2]< [CI][BETI]. The polarizable
continuum model (PCM) was used to calculate the solvent effects on absorption spectra. Our
calculations were conducted in the methanol, tetrahydrofuran, and dichloromethane. The
electronic transitions of S0 to S2 are shown in Table 4.5. All the calculated vertical excitation
energies of GUMBOS were lower than those of experimental value in corresponding solvents.
The absorption wavelength was related to the polarity of the solvents. For example, methanol has
the highest polarity and led to a shortest absorption wavelength for both calculations and
experimental studies. This result is in agreement with previous studies.43
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Table4. 5 Electronic spectra obtained by TD-DFT with solvent MeOH, THF and DCM for
GUMBOS at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)/ optimized geometries.
Solvent
Cal. Wavelength(nm)
Exp. Wavelength (nm)
[CI][I]

[CI][OTf]

[CI][NTf2]

[CI][BETI]

Methanol

282

275

Tetrahydrofuran

284

275

Dichloromethane

284

280

Methanol

284

273

Tetrahydrofuran

286

275

Dichloromethane

286

280

Methanol

285

273

Tetrahydrofuran

288

275

Dichloromethane

288

281

Methanol

286

273

Tetrahydrofuran

290

275

Dichloromethane

289

280

4.4 Conclusion
In this study, four carbazole-imidazolium based GUMBOS with different anions were
theoretically calculated by use of DFT and TDDFT methods. These calculations indicated that
anions play an important role in modulation of the electronic and optical properties of GUMBOS
by affecting the structure of HOMOs and LUMOs of the GUMBOS at the ground state. The
LUMO and HOMO of [CI][BETI] was separately localized on the imidazolium ring and the
carbazole ring, and allows S0 to S1 transition to occur, while this transition in other three
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GUMBOS was forbidden. The calculated absorption wavelengths correlated well with the
experimental data. The calculated reorganization energy for hole/electron pair indicated that
these compounds favor the hole transport over electron transport.
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 Conclusion
The synthesis, characterization, and theoretical studies of several fluorescent GUMBOS were
presented in this dissertation. The first chapter discussed the background information of
GUMBOS and fluorescence spectroscopy, and introduced cyanine dyes, lanthanide trivalent ions,
carbazole derivatives, ionic liquid crystals, and computational chemistry on GUMBOS.
Additionally, analytical techniques used in this dissertation were also discussed.
Synthesis and characterization of PEGylated IR786 GUMBOS were reported in the second
chapter, The synthesis of this material was accomplished using a three step protocol: (1)
substitution of chloride on the cyclohexenyl ring in the heptamethine chain of IR786 by 6aminohexanoic acid, (2) grafting of methoxy poly ethyleneglycol (MeOPEG) onto the 6aminohexanoic acid via an esterification reaction, and (3) anion exchange between [PEG786][I]
and

lithium

bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide

(LiNTf2)

or

sodium

bis(2-

ethylhexyl)sulfosuccinate (AOT) in order to obtain PEG786 GUMBOS. It was observed that this
PEG786 GUMBOS associates in aqueous solution to form nano- and meso-scale self-assemblies
with sizes ranging from 100 to 220 nm. NTf2 and AOT play a significant role in improving the
photostability of PEG786 GUMBOS. Irradiation-induced J-aggregation of [PEG786][NTf2] and
to some extent in [PEG786][AOT] produced enhanced photostability. In addition, these nanoand meso-scale GUMBOS are also able to resist nonspecific binding to proteins. PEGylation of
the original IR786 leads to reduced cytotoxicity. The results demonstrated that these nano and
meso-scale GUMBOS are suitable for biomedical imaging applications.
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In the third chapter, the synthesis and characterization of multifunctional ionic liquid
crystals which possess chiral, fluorescent behaviors, as well as mesomorphic and magnetic
properties were reported. (1R, 2S) (-)-N-Methylephedrine ((-)MeEph) was linked with an alkyl
chain containing 14, 16, 18 carbons to afford chiral cations and liquid crystalline properties. The
anion was a complex ion consisting of trivalent dysprosium (Dy3+) and thiocyanate (SCN-),
where Dy3+ provides fluorescent and magnetic properties. These compounds were found to have
melting points below 100℃ and show liquid crystalline behavior by using differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) and hot-stage polarizing optical microscopy (POM). Using an excitation
wavelength of 366 nm, the compounds showed two characteristic emission peaks, which are due
to the transitions from 4F9/2 to 6H15/2 and 4F9/2 to 6H13/2 both in acetonitrile solution and solid
states. The emission intensities were sensitive to the phase changes when the compounds
experienced the process of phase transitions from solid states to liquid crystal states, then to
isotropic liquid states with increased temperature.
The fourth chapter discussed theoretical studies of carbazole-imidazolium based GUMBOS
by using DFT and TDDFT calculations. The dihedral angles between the carbazole ring and
imidazolium ring were anion dependent. A smaller dihedral angle led to a larger LUMO electron
density localizing on the imidazolium ring, which induced an intra-molecular charge transfer.
The ionization potential and electron affinity studies suggested these GUMBOS are better hole
transport materials than electron transport materials. The TDDFT calculated absorption spectra
were in agreement with experimental data.
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5.2 Future Work
The TDDFT calculations on the excited states of carbazole-imidazolium (CI) based
GUMBOS will be performed. TDDFT calculations in this dissertation were conducted on the
ground states of CI-based GUMBOS. From these calculations, the absorption spectra were
obtained. However, the emission spectra of CI-based GUMBOS are still lacking. To obtain the
emission spectra, the TDDFT calculation will be performed on the first excited state, second
excited state and any other excited states as needed to find the low-lying excited state. The
geometries of the excited states will be optimized and compared to the geometries of the ground
states to determine out how the geometry change influences the emission behavior of the CIbased GUMBOS.
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